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Abstract
In order to develop a better understanding of the role environmental toxicants
may play in the onset and progression of neurodegenerative diseases, it has become
increasingly important to optimize sensitive methods for quickly screening toxicants to
determine their ability to disrupt neuronal function. The model organism Caenorhabditis
elegans can help with this effort. This species has an integrated nervous system
producing behavioral function, allows for easy access for molecular studies, has a rapid
lifespan, and is an inexpensive model. This project focuses on the development and
optimization of a low-cost efficient behavioral tool for the identification of environmental
toxicants with actions that disrupt dopamine function in the nematode C. elegans.
Several dopamine-mediated locomotory behaviors, Area Exploration, Body Bends, and
Reversals, as well as Swimming-Induced Paralysis and Learned 2-Nonanone
Avoidance, were compared to determine the best behavioral method for screening
purposes. These behavioral endpoints were also compared to morphological scoring of
neurodegeneration in the dopamine neurons. We found that in adult worms, Area
Exploration is more advantageous than the other behavioral methods for identifying DAdeficient locomotion and is comparable to neuromorphological scoring outputs. For larval
stage worms, locomotion was an unreliable endpoint, and neuronal scoring appeared to
be the best method. We compared the commonly used dat-1p::GFP reporter strains
BY200 and BZ555, and we further characterized the dopamine-deficient strains, cat-2
e1112 and cat-2 n4547. We found that BY200 and BZ555 have differential responses in
DA-targeted neurodegeneration using the model toxicant 6-hydroxydopamine, with
BY200 appearing to have somewhat increased sensitivity to treatment. In contrast to
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published results, we found that the cat-2 strains slowed on food almost as much as
N2s. Rather than being null mutants, both showed decreased levels of cat-2 mRNA and
DA content, with cat-2 e1112 having the greatest reduction in DA content in comparison
to N2. Ultimately, we concluded that while behavioral analysis is a promising endpoint, it
is probably best used as a quick screening tool, with follow-up studies assessing affects
to neuron morphology. A more informative readout of toxicant effects to the DA system
would be best accomplished using a combination of the assays outlined in this project.
We offer a table at the conclusion of this study comparing strengths, limitations, costs,
and equipment needs for the methods of analysis of the dopaminergic system in C.
elegans undertaken in this project.
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1. Introduction
As the mean age of the population increases, neurodegenerative disorders are
expected to become the leading cause of death by the year 2040 (WHO, 2004). With
this predicted outcome, it is imperative to pinpoint the factors contributing to this
projected increase in prevalence. The importance of identifying contributing factors is
highlighted when you consider that the second most common neurodegenerative
disease, Parkinson’s disease (PD) (Bove, Prou, Perier, & Przedborski, 2005), is only
linked to familial origins at <10% (Lesage & Brice, 2009). Marked by the degeneration of
neurons in the dopamine (DA) system, PD manifests in a sporadic manner and without
any obvious cause in a significant portion of the cases (Lesage & Brice, 2009). In
addition to PD, disruption of the DA system is linked to several other widespread
diseases and disorders, such as Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), drug
addiction, Huntington’s disease, and Alzheimer’s disease (Cepeda, Murphy, Parent, &
Levine, 2014; Martorana et al., 2009; Volkow, Fowler, Wang, & Swanson, 2004; Wu,
Xiao, Sun, Zou, & Zhu, 2012). Most of these DA-associated disorders seem to also have
a majority of cases that occur due to unknown causes not linked to genetics. With this
low frequency of genetic influence on disease prevalence, the necessity of exploring
environmental factors, such as toxins, diet, and lifestyle, as possible contributors to
disease onset and progression has become more apparent. Understanding the origins of
these sporadic cases could lead to more advanced preventative and diagnostic
treatments. This study aims for the optimization of tools used in screening for
environmental toxicants that have the ability to cause DA system disruptions that could
lead to the aforementioned diseases and disorders, with a particular focus PD and
ADHD.
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As the role environmental toxicants may have in the onset of diseases and
disorders continues to be explored, several toxicants have been associated
experimentally, clinically, and epidemiologically with DA system disruption in humans
and rodents (Betarbet et al., 2000; McCormack et al., 2002; Tanner et al., 2011).
Previous research has shown that some of these toxicants also have the capability to
induce morphologically detectable dopaminergic neurodegeneration in the nematode
Caenorhabditis elegans (Caito, Valentine, & Aschner, 2013; González-Hunt et al., 2014).
We wanted to investigate whether or not these neurodegenerative compounds could
elicit functional defects in behavior, whether behavioral endpoints were a more sensitive
endpoint than neuronal scoring, and use our findings to develop an efficient screening
tool for novel dopaminergic neurodegenerative compounds. To begin our study, we used
the animal model C. elegans to develop a behavioral screen for assessing the ability of
environmental toxicants to disrupt the DA system. The screening tool was used in
comparative analyses against neuronal scoring and other established methods of
analyzing disruption to DA mediated behavior. Work in this study highlighted several
caveats to the current methods used in analyzing DA system dysfunction in C .elegans.
As a summation of this work, we constructed a table comparing the methods we
explored in this study and suggested the most informative course of action to follow
when carrying out these assays.
The majority of the work included in this dissertation has been accepted for
publication by the Elsevier journal NeuroToxicology in the manuscript “Strengths and
limitations of morphological and behavioral analyses in detecting dopaminergic
deficiency in Caenorhabditis elegans.” (https://doi.org/10.1016/j.neuro.2019.07.002).
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(Any data graphs represented in grayscale were published as part of the aforementioned
manuscript.)

1.1 Diseases and Disorders of the Dopaminergic System
The dopaminergic system is responsible for several functions in the brain,
including, but not limited to, roles in reward seeking behavior, movement, attention,
learning, cognition, and sensory stimulation (Ayano, 2016). Several diseases and
disorders are associated with disruptions in the dopaminergic system. Some disease
phenotypes consist of outright degeneration of the DA neurons, while others manifest
through disruption of signaling processes within the neuronal system. Some of the more
common diseases associated with DA system dysregulation include PD, ADHD,
schizophrenia, drug addiction, obsessive compulsive disorder, mania, and autism
(Ayano, 2016; Goto & Grace, 2007). Based on the chosen methods of analyses within
our work, we have chosen to frame our studies primarily around PD and ADHD.

1.1.1 PD
Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a debilitating disease characterized by loss of
dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra pars compacta and decreased control of
motor function (Shulman, Jager, & Feany, 2011). Only a small percentage, <10%, of PD
cases are currently explained by single-gene mutations; the causes for non-familial
forms of the disease, for the most part, remain unknown (Lesage & Brice, 2009). By the
time symptoms related to motor function become apparent, the patient has already lost a
significant portion, 50-70%, of their dopamine neurons (Lesage & Brice, 2009). The
connection between dopaminergic neuronal death and the physical symptoms of PD
have been thoroughly studied; unfortunately, the reasons behind the gradual loss of
dopaminergic neurons have yet to be pinpointed. There is evidence for both
3

environmental (Anderson et al., 1999; McCormack et al., 2002; Priyadarshi, Khuder,
Schaub, & Priyadarshi, 2001) and gene-environment (BenMoyal-Segal & Soreq, 2006;
Drozdzik et al., 2003; Sherer, Betarbet, & Greenamyre, 2002; Warner & Schapira, 2003)
causes, but the number of environmental factors that have been tested either
experimentally or epidemiologically remains small. We currently use a method of scoring
the degeneration of DA neurons in C. elegans developed by Nass, Hall, Miller, and
Blakely (2002) to assess effects to the DA system after toxicant exposure. While this is a
useful method of assessing damage to the DA system, it is low-throughput and requires
somewhat high doses to elicit detectable neurodegeneration. In addition, this method is
only a readout of degeneration, but does not assess any effects to overall DA neuron
function. By developing a behavioral assay of dopamine function, we aimed to increase
the throughput of chemical analysis and screening, as well as, the scope of
dopaminergic dysfunction that could be assessed.

1.1.2 ADHD
Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) manifests as hyperactivity and
disruption of cognitive functions, such as memory and inhibiting behaviors (Barkley,
1997). Although ADHD is strongly linked to familial inheritance at ~80% (Q. Chen et al.,
2017; Faraone et al., 2005; Franke et al., 2012), correlations have been identified with
ADHD prevalence and environmental factors (Neuman et al., 2007; Polanska, Jurewicz,
& Hanke, 2013; Sagiv et al., 2010; Yousef et al., 2011). A widely implicated aspect to
ADHD manifestation is dopamine deficiency (Swanson et al., 2007). Several studies
have linked ADHD and impulsive behavior to abnormal DA transporter activity and
defects in the DA receptor DRD4 (Albrecht et al., 2014; Congdon, Lesch, & Canli, 2008;
Spencer et al., 2007). Due to its correlation with executive function impairment (Brown,
4

2008), ADHD is one of the DA system disorders most closely linked to the behaviors we
planned to assess in the development of a behavioral screen. One aspect of executive
function is inhibitory control, which encompasses the ability to control one’s behaviors
and remain focused on important tasks (Diamond, 2013). This inability to stay focused
on important tasks is comparable to the main behavioral phenotype, away from food
movement, we planned to utilize and optimize for screening compounds with the ability
to disrupt the DA system. We hoped development of our proposed method of behavioral
analysis would be useful in screening for environmental contributors to the disorder.

1.2 Environmental Toxicants
The theory that environmental toxicant exposure is a risk factor in the
development and progression of neurodegenerative disease is supported by numerous
recent studies (Chin-Chan, Navarro-Yepes, & Quintanilla-Vega, 2015; Cicchetti, DrouinOuellet, & Gross, 2009; Coppedè, Mancuso, Siciliano, Migliore, & Murri, 2006; Modgil,
Lahiri, Sharma, & Anand, 2014; Monte, 2003). Several of these laboratory and
epidemiological studies have found significant correlations between environmental
toxicant exposure and dopaminergic neuronal disorders. Throughout most of these
studies, a great number of correlations between exposure to both pesticides and metals
have been made to PD and ADHD.
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has been tasked with regulating
>85,000 chemical compounds (Gross & Birnbaum, 2017), many with suspected negative
impacts to human health. Only a small subset of these compounds, approved for
commercial use, have been studied in relation to human health, and an even smaller
subset have been assessed for their contributions to DA system disruption. Developing a
screening method to thoroughly vet some of these unexplored compounds, for their
5

ability to cause disruption to DA production and function, is paramount to getting a better
understanding of how DA diseases and disorders, such as PD and ADHD, are
manifesting in a sporadic manner.

1.2.1 Pesticides
A primary area of concern in relation to environmental toxicants is exposure to
pesticides. The impacts of pesticide exposure to human and environmental health is a
vastly studied area in environmental toxicology. High occupational exposure to
pesticides has been linked to an earlier age of PD onset, organophosphates have been
correlated to attention problems and ADHD in children, and elevated serum levels of the
pesticide β-hexachlorocyclohexane (β-HCH) have been found in PD patients (Bouchard,
Bellinger, Wright, & Weisskopf, 2010; Marks et al., 2010; Ratner, Farb, Ozer, Feldman,
& Durso, 2014; Richardson et al., 2009). The increase in prevalence of both PD and
ADHD has been correlated to increased environmental release of glyphosate (Samsel &
Seneff, 2015; Seneff, Swanson, & Li, 2015), a widely used herbicide. In a case-control
study completed by Tanner et al. (2011), an association was discovered between PD
and usage of the pesticides rotenone and paraquat. In addition, laboratory research in
several animal model systems has confirmed that pesticides and other environmentally
relevant toxicants have the ability to disrupt the dopaminergic system (Betarbet et al.,
2000; Caito et al., 2013; Jones & Miller, 2008; McCormack et al., 2002). The Betarbet et
al. (2000) rat study found that exposure to the pesticide rotenone can induce
dopaminergic neurodegeneration and lead to the development of multiple symptoms
characteristic of PD. In another study using mice, exposure to the pesticide paraquat
was also able to induce dopaminergic neurodegeneration (McCormack et al., 2002).
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There is continuously mounting evidence that pesticides can negatively impact the
dopaminergic system.

1.2.2 Metals
While a major portion of studies on environmental exposures focuses on
pesticides, exposure to metals is a large area of interest and has also been correlated to
DA dysfunction. Occupational exposure to copper has been shown to correlate with PD
(Gorell et al., 1999). While lead and manganese exposures have both been associated
with PD and ADHD (Coon et al., 2006; Eubig, Aguiar, & Schantz, 2010; Gorell et al.,
1999; Yousef et al., 2011). An urban community health study identified an increase in
PD incidence in areas that had higher industrial release of manganese and copper when
compared to areas with little to no industrial release of these metals (Willis et al., 2010).
In a study on school-aged children, Lee et al. (2018) found urine levels of lead,
cadmium, and antimony had an association with ADHD susceptibility and severity of
disorder symptoms. In a laboratory study using Drosophila melanogaster, manganese,
copper, and iron exposures were shown to induce dopaminergic neurodegeneration and
negatively impact climbing ability in treated flies (Bonilla-Ramirez, Jimenez-Del-Rio, &
Velez-Pardo, 2011). Another study using Cynomologous macaques, showed
manganese was able to induce behavioral changes, as well as, dysfunction in the DA
system (Guilarte et al., 2006). Evidence supporting a role for heavy metals in DA system
disruptions is abundant, with manganese holding a prominent role in these
investigations.

1.3 Caenorhabditis elegans
C. elegans is one of the most simple in vivo animal models and its short lifecycle
allows for swift experimentation. ~80% of its genes have human homologs and at least
7

42% of human disease-related genes have a C. elegans homologs (Altun et al., 20022018). An important aspect of this model for the current study is that the hermaphrodite,
the primary form, has 8 dopaminergic neurons, six in the anterior region, four CEPs and
two ADEs, and 2 in the posterior of the body, PDEs (Sulston, Dew, & Brenner, 1975).
The DA system in this model is also highly conserved in comparison to mammalian
models and provides a competent model for molecular studies related to DA disorders
(Suo, Ishiura, & Van Tol, 2004). Another benefit to this model is the availability of a vast
array of mutant strains through the Caenorhabditis Genetics Center (CGC), including
several strains with PD and ADHD related gene mutations. Our lab has used C. elegans
as a model for DA neurodegeneration for several years, and it is increasingly being used
in a variety of toxicological and neurotoxicological studies (Avila, Helmcke, & Aschner,
2012; Hunt, 2017; Leung et al., 2008). Many of the environmental toxicants referenced in
section 1.2, primarily pesticides and metals, were found to induce morphologically
detectable dopaminergic neurodegeneration in the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans
(Caito et al., 2013; González-Hunt et al., 2014; Hartman et al., 2019; Negga et al., 2012;
Ray, Martinez, Berkowitz, Caldwell, & Caldwell, 2014). We hoped to eventually pair
these morphologically detectable changes in the DA system to behavioral outcomes.
While the worm model is not as complex as a higher-level organism, such as rodents, it
offers a more complete signaling system than cell culture and as stated, has many
genes homologous to human genetics. We believe completing these studies in the worm
model fits into the field of DA system research as a preliminary screening step to be
utilized in identifying toxicants that can induce DA system dysfunctions. Toxicants
identified in this screen can then be further assessed in more complex animal models.
This would save time and resources, as it is much less expensive than screening
8

compounds in the longer-lifespan rodent models. It would also be more informative and
physiologically relevant than cell culture models, because it permits screening for effects
to a complete organism, not just one specific cell type, as occurs with most cell culture
models.

1.3.1 Behavior
Behavioral studies in the C. elegans model have been well documented (Hart
2006); many of the behaviors have been extensively characterized and classified by
their mediating neurotransmitters (Chase & Koelle, 2007). This study focuses solely on a
subset of the behaviors mediated by DA, which includes basal slowing rate, egg-laying,
swimming-induced paralysis, and odor avoidance (Hardaway et al., 2012; Kimura, Fujita,
& Katsura, 2010; McDonald et al., 2007; Sawin, Ranganathan, & Horvitz, 2000; A. G.
Vidal-Gadea, Davis, Becker, & Pierce-Shimomura, 2012). Basal slowing rate (BSR), the
dopamine-mediated decrease in locomotion that results from mechanosensory
perception of a bacterial food source (Sawin et al., 2000), has generally been considered
the most promising method for analyzing behavioral changes after toxicant exposure.
The Sawin et al. (2000) study utilized the dopamine-deficient C. elegans mutant strain
cat-2, which carries a mutation in tyrosine hydroxylase, the enzyme necessary for DA
synthesis (Lints & Emmons, 1999), to analyze behaviors characteristic of depleted DA
levels. The authors found that the cat-2 mutant failed to slow forward motion on food. As
the decrease in locomotion on food is a characteristic phenotype of wild-type N2 worms
and a healthy dopaminergic system in C. elegans, our current study utilizes disruptions
of this behavior as a proxy for DA dysfunction. In addition to the study of locomotion in
response to food, we wanted to incorporate other DA-mediated behaviors into this study.
In our preliminary studies, we explored the possibility of egg-laying as a repeat measure
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for assessing DA deficiency. In later studies, we compared locomotion to SwimmingInduced Paralysis (SWIP) and Learned 2-Nonanone Avoidance (Hardaway et al., 2012;
Kimura et al., 2010; McDonald et al., 2007).

1.3.2 Behavior vs. Neuron Morphology
In addition to observation of changes to DA-mediated behaviors, a standard
method for assessing dopaminergic alterations in C. elegans is visualization of
morphological changes to DA neurons (Nass et al., 2002). While morphological and
behavioral methods work relatively well, there are some caveats to both. To increase the
utility of this model organism in neurotoxicological studies, we wanted to compare and
contrast these approaches. Quantifying changes to neuronal morphology requires the
use of specific transgenic worm strains expressing a fluorescent protein such as GFP in
the DA neurons. With this morphological method, in order to test effects of toxicants in
conjunction with genetic differences, one must either employ RNAi in the transgenic
reporter strain, which can be complicated by the relative recalcitrance of neurons to
RNAi knockdown in C. elegans, or use strains containing both the fluorescent transgene
and the desired mutations, which would need to be created by crossing the transgenic
strain with the mutant strain. In addition, there is some concern over whether the visually
altered neuronal structure or loss of GFP in the neurons truly corresponds to neuronal
degeneration as opposed, for example, to GFP degradation or aggregation. While the
first paper to report the use of a transgenic strain to visualize neurodegeneration (Nass
et al., 2002) did demonstrate that degeneration identified by fluorescence microscopy
was comparable to that observed via transmission electron microscopy, it is not clear
that this would be true for all environmental exposures and genetic manipulations. In
addition, it is always possible that the transgenic changes to the dopaminergic cells
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could perturb the normal function of those neurons. Finally and perhaps most
importantly, mechanisms of dopaminergic dysfunction that do not involve cellular
degeneration would presumably not be detected by this method. With the behavioral
method of DA system analysis, possible limitations include the necessity of reaching a
threshold of degeneration before physical effects manifest, uncertain specificity of the
assays (i.e., are they controlled only by dopamine), and potential variability in the
behaviors due to lab-to-lab variance of environmental factors. To help with the latter
point, conditions in the environment need to be carefully controlled for when completing
behavioral analyses, as worms alter behaviors in response to laboratory conditions, such
as light, temperature, and vibrations (Hart 2006).

1.4 Dissertation Objectives
The work in this dissertation was started with the hopes of developing a quick
screening method for identifying compounds with the ability to disrupt the DA system
and using this tool to identify environmental toxicants with the ability to disrupt the
dopaminergic system. The first step in this process was to develop a low-cost behavioral
assay. Chapter 2 will discuss the process we undertook in creating our Area Exploration
(AE) assay, a low-cost, user-friendly behavioral assay, within the initial stages of this
study. Chapter 3 will detail studies completed after optimization of our AE behavioral
assay; in this chapter we more thoroughly compare our newly developed behavioral
analysis method to established methods of assessing DA system dysfunction,
specifically neurodegeneration scoring through observation of changes in neuronal
morphology. Finally, Chapter 4 will summarize our findings in the work completed for this
dissertation, preview some of the current studies being undertaken, and discuss possible
next steps to follow-up on the work in this dissertation.
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2. Development of Behavioral Screening Tools for Use in
Identifying DA Deficiency
2.1 Introduction
To study the effects of environmental toxicants on C. elegans behavior we
wanted to develop an efficient and accurate battery of behavioral assays, which we
planned to utilize in identifying environmental toxicants that contribute to a population’s
susceptibility to developing dopamine (DA) related disorders, such as Parkinson’s
disease (PD) and Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD).
Basal Slowing Rate (BSR), the decrease in locomotion in the presence of a
bacterial food source (Sawin et al., 2000), was our most promising method for analyzing
dopamine-mediated behavioral changes. An original method of BSR analysis is detailed
in a study conducted by Sawin et al. (2000) and has been widely used and cited by the
C. elegans community (>700 citations, Google Scholar, July 2019). This study utilized
the dopamine deficient C. elegans mutant strain cat-2 (e1112), which carries a mutation
in a tyrosine hydroxylase necessary for dopamine synthesis (Lints & Emmons, 1999), to
analyze behaviors characteristic of low dopamine levels. The cat-2 (e1112) mutant failed
to slow movement on food, which is a characteristic phenotype of wild-type worms
(Figure 1); on an agar plate, this behavior results from mechanical sensation of a
bacterial lawn.
Our initial attempts focused on adapting the BSR analysis method outlined in
Sawin et al. (2000) for use in our lab and with the existing equipment available to our
lab. In the Sawin study, worm movement was examined in the presence and absence of
food; the number of body bends were quantified over a period of 20 seconds. To clarify
the movement being examined, worms normally move in an S-shaped manner, such that
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body bend quantification is similar to step counting. As the worms propel their bodies in
a forward direction, their style of movement propagates a sinusoidal wave down the
length of their bodies. Each wave is counted as a body bend. In this initial phase of our
study, we focused on optimizing this body bend quantification method and increasing
experimental throughput. We also planned to explore additional DA-mediated behaviors,
such as egg-laying.
Lastly, we set out to identify an optimal DA-deficient positive control for
forthcoming studies. Possible positive controls for developing behavioral assays
consisted of dopamine deficient C. elegans strains cat-2 (two alleles, described in more
detail below: e1112 and n4547), 6-hydroxydopamine treatment to induce DA specific
neurodegeneration, and treatment with dopamine receptor antagonists SCH23390
and/or Haloperidol, which bind the D1- and D2-like receptors, respectively (Cabib,
Castellano, Cestari, Filibeck, & Puglisi-Allegra, 1991). All positive controls were
compared for effect on dopamine-mediated behaviors and ease of use. The most
effective control was selected for use in all future studies.

2.2 Materials and Methods
2.2.1 Strains
Strains Bristol N2 (wild-type, WT), cat-2(e1112), and cat-2(n4547) were obtained
from the Caenorhabditis Genetics Center (CGC). Strain BY200 [vtIs1(dat-1p::GFP; rol6)] was obtained from the Aschner Lab [outcrossed four times: Nass et al. (2002)]. For
our locomotion studies, it is important to note that the rol-6 phenotype in BY200 is rarely
present. We typically only see this rolling phenotype in severely stressed populations.
Under normal conditions, BY200 worms move in a similar fashion to N2. For clarity to
the non-worm community, it is standard for most C. elegans mutant or transgenic strains
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to be derived from the WT strain N2, although it is important to note that this strain can
have slight genetic variability between laboratories (Sterken, Snoek, Kammenga, &
Andersen, 2015).
Each experiment began with a synchronized population of L1 worms, obtained by
sodium hydroxide/bleach lysis to harvest eggs and overnight liquid hatch in complete Kmedium (Boyd et al., 2009). Worms were grown on K-agar OP50, bacterial food source,
plates (Williams & Dusenbery, 1988) until the age specified in each experiment. Strains
were maintained in 20°C incubators at all times, unless being used in experimental
procedures or transferred at room temperature and were monitored to ensure plates did
not become too populous or starve out. While we did not keep an exact account of worm
number per plate, it is advised that future studies keep worm density at 200-300 worms
per 10cm agar plate for consistency and to avoid population alterations due to
overcrowding.

2.2.2 Video Acquisition
Locomotion videos, 10s each unless otherwise noted, were recorded using NISElements BR software and a Nikon SMZ1500 stereomicroscope. Before video capture,
each agar plate had the lid removed and was allowed to sit on the microscope stage for
~30s to permit worm acclimation to placement. Lids were removed to avoid visual
interference of internal lid condensation. Worms were allowed to acclimate to avoid
video capture of tap-response- or lid removal-induced locomotion.

2.2.3 Area Exploration
For this study, we developed a low-cost assay we term Area Exploration (AE)
(Figure 2). This assay functions to calculate the total area covered and measures each
newly explored area only once; any areas explored more than once, mostly due to
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backward and forward motion in the same spot, are not counted as additionally explored
areas. The rationale for measuring total AE as opposed to total movement is that worms
with normal dopamine function make a large number of small movements within a given
patch of food, but rarely leave the area with food until the food is depleted. Thus, if we
count this small back-and-forth (in the same area) movement, we would reduce our
ability to quantify the away-from-food movement mediated by dopamine deficiency.
Therefore, instead, we measure total area explored, which increases as dopamine
deficiency reduces the worms’ ability to sense food through mechanosensory stimuli. AE
was assessed using an macro (Figure 3A) created in Fiji (Schindelin et al., 2012) to
construct pathways of worms throughout prerecorded 10s locomotion videos . The
macro functions by first creating a pathway for each worm using the “Z-project…”
function. Once pathways were completed, the “Analyze Particles…” function was used to
quantify the area of each pathway. The individual sizes of the worms were also
quantified using the same prerecorded videos and a similar macro (Figure 3B). For most
of our studies, the resulting size data were used for AE normalization purposes; we
divided the area values from the AE macro by the correlating worm size values from the
Size macro. Normalization to size was used to control for size differences due to
treatment (since a growth-delayed/small worm must move more to cover the same area
as a large worm), age, light source, and light bending due to the food status/thickness of
agar plates.
For adult strain comparison locomotion studies, age-synchronized populations of
worms were grown until reaching the gravid adult stage and then locomotion was
recorded. To avoid any interference of transfer-induced stress, videos of these
populations were recorded directly on the growth plates. Sample populations consisted
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of three biological replicates, defined as experiments performed on different days using
worms obtained from different bouts of synchronization.

2.2.4 DA Antagonist Exposure
For DA antagonist exposures, 60 mm OP50 agar plates were inundated with
200µl 10mM Haloperidol, SCH-23390, or molecular grade water. Inundated plates were
allowed to dry at room temperature overnight. After plates were dry, 50 worms at 1
worm/µl were transferred to drug plates and allowed to dry in a 20°C incubator. After the
liquid transferred with worms was no longer visible, 30s videos of worm locomotion were
recorded.

2.2.5 Neuronal Scoring
After video acquisition, ~10 BY200 worms from each treatment group were
picked with a platinum wire into one well, per group, of a 96-well plate containing 100µl
K-medium and 10µl of a paralytic agent, either 300mM tetramisole hydrochloride
(Sigma) or 10µl 200mM sodium azide (Sigma). Once paralysis was complete,
fluorescence images of the DA neurons in the head region were captured on a Keyence
BZ-X All-in-One Fluorescence Microscope. Using the captured images, the four cephalic
(CEP) neurons of paralyzed worms were manually scored (Table 1) based on an
adapted version of a previously described scoring system used in our laboratory
(González-Hunt et al., 2014). Representative images illustrating morphological
alterations used for scoring can be found in Figure 4.

2.2.6 cat-2 mRNA Analysis by Real-Time Reverse-Transcription PCR
RNA was isolated from frozen samples of 1000-5000 L4 worms using the Qiagen
RNeasy Mini Kit with on-column DNase digestion using the Qiagen RNase-Free DNase
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Set. RNA concentration was quantified using a Nanodrop 1000 spectrophotometer
(Thermo Scientific). Next, RNA was converted to cDNA with the Applied Biosystems
High-Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit. The resulting cDNA samples were
diluted to 2ng/µl in molecular grade water and expression levels were quantified using
Real-Time PCR with the 7300 Real-time PCR System (Applied Biosystems),
PowerSYBR Green PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems), and forward/reverse primers
(Integrated DNA Technologies) for the cat-2 gene (Figure 5B). Primers were positioned
downstream of the e1112 point mutation locus (Figure 5A); this location was chosen to
amplify transcripts from all three curated isoforms of cat-2 in C. elegans. Gene
expression fold change was calculated by normalizing the cycle threshold (Ct) values for
cat-2 to the combined average expression of housekeeping genes cdc-42 and tba-1
(Figure 5B). Samples from five biological replicates were run in triplicate (n = 5, each
sample assayed in technical triplicate).

2.2.7 ELISA Analysis of Dopamine Levels
Frozen samples of ~2500-11000 L4 worms were thawed and sonicated in TE
buffer using a Model 3000 Ultrasonic Homogenizer (Biologics, Inc.). Samples were
sonicated at 10% power for 10s three times, and kept on ice between sonication periods.
After sonication, 10µl aliquots of each samples were frozen for future protein
quantification with Pierce BCA Protein Assay Kit (Thermo Scientific). The remaining
sample volume was centrifuged, and the supernatant was used for DA quantification
with the ABNOVA ultra-sensitive Dopamine ELISA Kit (KA3838). ELISA results were
normalized to protein concentration levels. Samples from seven biological replicates
were run in duplicate or triplicate.
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2.2.8 6-OHDA Dosing
For 6-hydroxydopamine hydrochloride (6-OHDA) treatment, 1000 synchronized
L1 worms were incubated at 20°C for 1h in 0, 10, 15, 25, or 50 mM 6-OHDA. (Sigma),
doses were from a 30mM, 50mM, or 100mM stock solution (depending on highest dose
used in each experiment) dissolved in 6mM, 10mM, or 20mM ascorbic acid (20% 6OHDA stock solution concentration) to prevent oxidation; all samples within individual
experimental replicates were dosed in equivalent concentrations of ascorbic acid. Due to
the rapid oxidation of 6-OHDA, worms were dosed in closed 1.7uL microcentrifuge tubes
in the absence of bacteria. After 1h incubation, worms were gently centrifuged [2200 rcf
(L1) or 1000 rcf (L4), 2m (L1) or 30s (L4)] and rinsed (aspirated to pellet, resuspended in
~1mL K medium and re-centrifuged) six times to ensure removal of 6-OHDA. Worms
were then plated and allowed to grow on agar plates. 1, 2, or 3d post-exposure, video of
worm locomotion on the growth plates was captured at multiple timepoints. Immediately
following video acquisition, on each day, worms were picked for neuron scoring, if
applicable.

2.2.9 Chitinase Assay for Quantification of Viable Egg Production
This method is adapted from Ellerbrock, Coscarelli, Gurney, and Geary (2004)
and illustrated in Figure 6. It is intended to permit rapid and quantitative measurement of
production of viable eggs without requiring counting of eggs or offspring. 1-50 worms,
before reproductive age, were transferred into one well of a clear 96-well plate in 200µl
complete K-medium/bacterial food source; plates were parafilmed and placed at 20°C.
Worms were allowed to grow to adulthood and monitored for offspring production within
the well. Once L1 offspring larvae, the earliest stage of C. elegans development after
hatching, became apparent, the entire well contents were transferred to 96-well white
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plates for fluorescence readings. (We later found this transfer was not necessary, as
readings were similar between clear and white plates.) After transfer, 10µl 0.8mM 4Methylumbelliferyl β-D-N,N′,N′′-triacetylchitotrioside was added to the wells. 4Methylumbelliferyl β-D-N,N′,N′′-triacetylchitotrioside binds to chitinase, which is released
during hatching, and cleaves off a fluorescent compound. Following a 1h incubation
period at 37°C, the fluorescent compound, which was cleaved off in the incubation step,
is activated by addition of 100µl of an alkaline buffer (a mixture of 1 M glycine and 1 N
NaOH pH 10.6). The fluorescence intensity of each well is then read using a
spectrophotometer at 360/460 excitation/emission and blank corrected. Fluorescence
intensity is used as a proxy for number of eggs hatched within a well up to the specified
timepoint.

2.3 Results
2.3.1 Identifying a Positive Control
As previously stated, we wanted to identify an optimal positive control for any
future studies on DA-mediated behavior. We compared the dopamine deficient C.
elegans strain cat-2 (e1112 point mutation and n4547 deletion), dopamine receptor
antagonist exposure, and toxicant induced neurodegeneration for identification of an
efficient positive control.
We began by comparing the locomotion of WT, N2, worms with DA-deficient
worms, cat-2_deletion and cat-2_point, using ImageJ analysis of worm movement at 48
and 72h after L1 overnight synchronization. The DA-deficient strains carry mutations in
cat-2, the tyrosine hydroxylase involved in the production of DA. As locomotion is a DAdependent behavior, these strains should exhibit altered movement in comparison to
WT: specifically, they should exhibit a higher rate of movement in the presence of a food
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source. The nonsense point mutant cat-2 e1112 (“cat-2_point”) contains a stop codon in
the middle of the gene (Figure 5A), has been the more widely used strain in previous
locomotion studies, and is well characterized (Lints & Emmons, 1999; Sawin et al., 2000;
Yao et al., 2010); the deletion mutant cat-2 n4547 (“cat-2_deletion”) contains a deletion
eliminating two of the three transcriptional start sites (Figure 5A), and is a less wellstudied strain (Omura, Clark, Samuel, & Horvitz, 2012). We did not see a significant
strain difference in movement at 48h; at this timepoint worms are L4 larvae (Figure 7).
By 72h, when the worm has reached egg-laying day-1 adulthood, a significant increase
in locomotion is apparent in the cat-2_point strain. It is important to note this study was
done before we realized the necessity of normalizing area coverage by worm size.
We next moved to exploring the use of DA receptor antagonists as a positive
control. We first assessed the effects of antagonist treatment on overall health of the
worms. We analyzed the effects of antagonist treatment on growth through
measurement of worm area, with ImageJ, after exposure. Haloperidol treatment seemed
to have a detrimental effect to worm development in both WT and cat-2_point (Figure 8).
In conjunction with the growth assay, we evaluated locomotion. Haloperidol very
significantly decreased worm movement in both strains; SCH-23390 trended towards
increased locomotion in WT and significantly increased locomotion in cat-2_point (Figure
9-Top). Speculation that the size difference, due to delayed growth, in the haloperidol
treatment groups was influencing this readout of decreased movement, we normalized
locomotion by dividing locomotion pathway area by worm size area. After normalization,
only haloperidol treatment in WT continued to correlate with altered locomotion (Figure
9-Bottom).
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The third candidate for use as a positive control was treatment with the toxicant
6-OHDA, which is typically used in C. elegans (González-Hunt et al., 2014; Nass et al.,
2002; Nass, Miller, & Blakely, 2001; Offenburger et al., 2018) and other species
(Grünblatt, Mandel, & Youdim, 2000; Schober, 2004) to induce DA neurodegeneration.
Since uptake is mediated by the dopamine transporter, damage is relatively dopamine
neuron-specific (Nass et al., 2005; Nass et al., 2002). 6-OHDA causes damage through
oxidative stress-mediated toxicity by (auto-)oxidation and inhibition of complex I (Blum et
al., 2001). Figure 10 shows a significant effect to AE after 25mM treatment at the L1
stage in WT. While there were no significant effects to locomotion in the BY200 strain,
scoring of degeneration in the neurons showed a dose dependent increase in neuronal
damage. We note that this degeneration was scored using an older scoring method
adapted from González-Hunt et al. (2014): 0 = normal, 0.5 = blebs on less than half of
the dendrite, 1.0 = blebs on more than half of the dendrite, 1.5 = breaks on less than half
of the dendrite, 2.0 = breaks with only half of the dendrite still present.

2.3.2 Time Course of Behavioral Changes and Neurodegeneration
after 6-OHDA L1 Larval Dosing
We created an analysis of “area explored,” in which we expected that the area
covered by a worm on food would increase as dopamine deficiency reduces the worms’
ability to sense the food via mechanosensation. In order to get a better understanding
how our AE assay worked, we continued to conduct strain, age, and treatment
comparisons studies. We started by analyzing baseline movement in strains we planned
to use for DA focused studies. We found significant differences in movement between
off-food and on-food conditions for WT, BY200, and both DA-deficient mutants (Figure
11). This study showed no real difference between strains within a specific food
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condition. We also conducted multiple time-course analyses after 6-OHDA treatment in
these strains. 25mM 6-OHDA exposure at the L1 stage had varying effects on cat2_point locomotion, increasing movement 24 and 67h after treatment and decreasing it
48h after treatment (Figure 12A). There were not significant effects to the other strains.
Figure 12B illustrates the same data in Figure 12A not normalized to strain controls. This
graph highlights significant strain differences in movement for BY200 and both DAdeficient strains in comparison to WT at various timepoints and exposures. The cat2_point strain appears to maintain a significantly higher rate of movement compared to
the dosed matched WT control at all timepoints for the 24h after treatment 0mM 6-OHDA
group.
Based on the previous time-course results, there seemed to be variable readouts
to locomotion in the larval stages of analysis. To get a better idea of how locomotion
patterns change over time, we completed a second time course analysis after 6-OHDA
treatment and compared locomotion to neurodegeneration. To simplify the process we
only compared WT and BY200. We also used lower doses because 25mM induced
decreased locomotion at multiple time points in the previous time course study.
There were no detectable 6-OHDA-induced effects on locomotion on days 1 and 2
(Figure 13A). On day 3, a significant increase in AE can be seen at 10mM 6-OHDA in
strain BY200. However, 10 and 15mM 6-OHDA induced significant dose-related
changes to neuron morphology at all timepoints (Figure 13B), as expected based on our
lab’s previous work (González-Hunt et al., 2014). Locomotion changes in N2 after 6OHDA were analyzed simultaneously with BY200. There were no detectable effects of 6OHDA in N2s (Figure 13C). Plotting the same data in Figure 13C as absolute values
rather than percent control (Figure 13D) highlights the differences in locomotion between
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the two strains without regard to specific 6-OHDA effects. Strain differences in AE were
observed at 0 and 15mM 6-OHDA on Day 3, with N2 moving significantly more than
BY200.

2.3.3 Characterization of Locomotion in Adult Worms
We observed no 6-OHDA-induced behavioral changes in early larval stages,
even when neurodegeneration was detectable. It may be that movement in larval stages
is disrupted or too variable, possibly due to molting lethargus (Cassada & Russell, 1975)
or strain-specific developmental rates, for reliable locomotion analysis. However,
because comparable locomotion and neurodegeneration effects were seen in the BY200
strain in adults, we next analyzed AE in adult populations in more depth. To ensure we
were capturing effects of DA deficiency, the two DA deficient mutants, cat-2_deletion
and cat-2_point, were used as positive controls alongside WT and BY200. Observation
of worm locomotion on growth plates revealed increased AE in all strains compared to
WT, with the cat-2_point mutant showing the greatest and most significant difference
(Figure 14).

2.3.4 Molecular Characterization of BY200 and DA-Deficient Strains
The preceding experiments in this study identified a difference in locomotion
between the DA-deficient strains. One explanation for this is a difference in DA
production between the strains. As previously mentioned, one strain carries a nonsense
point mutation presumably resulting in nonsense-mediated decay of any mRNA
produced, and one carries a deletion mutation. While the point mutation (e1112) affects
all three isoforms of the cat-2 gene, the deletion mutant (n4547) only interferes with two
of the curated isoforms (Figure 5A). Based on the nature of these mutations and the
locomotion observations, in which locomotion was generally more altered in the point
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mutant, we hypothesized the cat-2 point mutant would have less CAT-2 protein
production than the cat-2 deletion mutant and as a result less DA production, making the
cat-2 point mutant the optimal strain for representation of a true DA deficiency. In order
to identify the strain with the greatest DA deficiency, we first tested potential transcriptlevel changes by quantifying cat-2 mRNA. This experiment shows expression of cat-2
mRNA is significantly lower in both cat-2 mutant strains compared to WT, but contrary to
our expectations, the decrease in expression was more pronounced in the deletion
mutant (Figure 15A). This result suggests that the cat-2 deletion mutant should have
lower DA production than the point mutation. To try to understand why our locomotion
observations were not as expected, based on cat-2 mRNA content, we directly
measured the DA content of each strain. As expected, DA content was decreased in the
DA deficient strains in comparison to WT (Figure 15B). Contrary to cat-2 mRNA
expression patterns but consistent with behavioral results, the cat-2 point mutant has
less DA than the deletion mutant.

2.3.5 Chitinase Assay
As previously stated, egg-laying in C. elegans is inhibited by dopamine. Typical
egg-laying assays are relatively straight forward methods of analysis but are very timeconsuming, as one must count each egg individually. Individual egg counting is difficult
because each worm lays roughly 300 eggs over several days and the eggs can be
difficult to visualize on OP50 agar plates. We attempted to optimize a previously
developed indirect method of quantifying egg-laying through analysis of chitinase
release from the egg hatching process (Ellerbrock et al., 2004). In this method (Figure
6), 4-Methylumbelliferyl β-D-N,N′,N′′-triacetylchitotrioside fluorescence intensity is used
as a proxy for number of eggs hatched within a well. Our first step in optimization were
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finding the correct number of worms for ideal intensity readouts. We first compared
chitinase levels among 25 and 50 egg-laying worms from the strains N2, BY200, and
cat-2 (e1112). At 25 worms there is a significantly higher intensity in cat-2_point in
comparison to both WT and BY200 (Figure 16). This difference seems to be washed out
with 50 worms. Because of the possible washout effect, we continued to optimize for
worm number. From the previous attempt, BY200 and N2 seemed to have similar
values, so we only compared WT and cat-2_point in the following experiment. To avoid
possible saturation issues, we decreased the number of egg-laying worms per well. This
next study compared 0, 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 egg-laying worms per well. In conditions
beginning with 4 and 8 egg-laying worms, there was a significant strain difference in
egg-laying between WT and cat-2_point (Figure 17). In both optimization studies, there
seemed to be a saturation issue at higher numbers of worms. After determining four
worms to be an ideal amount for the chitinase assay, we used it to evaluate 6-OHDA
induced changes to egg-laying. There were no detectable treatment effects, but BY200
trended towards reduced egg-laying in comparison to WT (Figure 18).

2.4 Discussion
2.4.1 Positive Controls
Based on the results of the experiments executed in determining an ideal positive
control for DA behavior studies, we ultimately chose the DA-deficient strains, more
specifically the point mutant, as the optimal selection. Using these mutant strains will
decrease the amount of handling the worms need to undergo; antagonist and 6-OHDA
treatment require an additional dosing step, which can be very stressful to the worms.
These added stressor can negatively impact worm behaviors.
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In addition to being stressful for the worms, the dosing procedure for the DA
antagonists, haloperidol and SCH-23390, was also very problematic. There were many
setbacks while attempting to use these drugs. A principal issue was keeping the drug in
solution to dose liquid cultures of C. elegans. Upon addition of the drugs to growth wells
containing worms, an obvious precipitation of salt or drug started to occur. This issue
was circumvented by treating worms on agar plates, which, unfortunately, required the
use of considerably more drug. We were able to see a slight increase in locomotion
using SCH-23390, but haloperidol decreased locomotion (Figure 9). A literature search
suggested a potential resolution of the conflicting effects to locomotion. It has been
shown that low doses of haloperidol can lead to hypersensitivity to DA (Hudson &
Seeman, 2014). It is possible the haloperidol treated worms were seeing an increase in
DA function and therefore an increased BSR, but it could also be that the worms were
seeing a general toxicity effect; the latter is somewhat supported by the negative effects
treatment had to worm growth (Figure 8).
We wanted to point out that the positive controls explored in this study do not
provide an ideal model for studies done specifically related to the complete loss of DA
neurons seen in PD. When using C. elegans as a strict PD model, it is possible to induce
complete loss of neurons through laser ablation (Fang-Yen, Gabel, Samuel, Bargmann,
& Avery, 2012). We also noted in some of our timepoint 6-OHDA studies that the degree
of neurodegeneration worsens over time. In some cases, worms dosed with 25mM 6OHDA as L1 larvae were completely missing all CEP neurons (including cell bodies) by
day 8, while untreated controls still had fully intact neurons (data not shown). Dosing at
an early life stage and assessing behavior or neurodegeneration later in life may offer a
model of complete DA neuron loss more relevant to PD, as well.
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2.4.2 Larval Stage Variability
A trend we noticed throughout several experiments in this study is that larval
stage locomotion is not as consistent and predictable as locomotion in adult worms. As
mentioned, we believe this inconsistency in movement is due to the molting lethargus
stages that the worms undergo at various timepoints throughout their lifecycle leading to
adulthood (Cassada & Russell, 1975). While it is possible to time an experiment to
coincide with periods between the episodes of arrested movement, it would be difficult
when using multiple strains and treatment groups. The standard life cycle was adapted
using untreated WT worms (Altun et al., 2002-2018). In order to time experiments
correctly, researchers would need to first carefully analyze and document the life cycle of
each strain used, pinpointing the molting times and how long they remain in stages of
lethargus. As this would take an extensive amount of preliminary experiments, we
decided all future behavioral analyses would be conducted on adult worms.

2.4.3. Molecular Differences in the DA System among Strains
Published results indicate that cat-2 mutants should not have a difference in
locomotion when on food compared to when off food (Sawin et al., 2000). This was not
what we observed, perhaps due to differences between lab environments, transfer
methods, or the type of bacteria used as a food source. Whatever the reason, we found
that the cat-2 mutants slowed when on food almost as much as did N2 worms at the L4
stage (Figure 11). In adult locomotion comparison studies, we found that cat-2 mutants
did move more than WT, but the two mutant strains were statistically dissimilar from
each other as well (Figure 14). These findings led us to inquire about the differences in
cat-2 expression among the strains, in order to identify the strain with the greater DA
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deficiency to use as a positive control for future studies, and to determine the overall DA
content in comparison to WT.
In contrast to some previous descriptions (Lints & Emmons, 1999; Omura et al.,
2012), neither cat-2 mutant is a null mutant (Figure 15). Of the two mutants, the point
mutant shows a stronger phenotype. This is as expected, given that the deletion
mutation leaves one of the three isoforms of the cat-2 gene intact. While we chose
ELISA determination of DA levels for this study, previous HPLC analysis has also shown
that the cat-2 point mutant retains about 40% DA levels relative to WT (Sanyal et al.,
2004). We hypothesize that the residual DA production could be explained by the
presence of tyrosinases, which can bypass the need for tyrosine hydroxylase in the DA
production pathway (Rios et al., 1999). In addition to the unpredicted DA quantification
results, the relatively high level of cat-2 mRNA in the point mutant is also unexpected,
since this nonsense mutation would be expected to cause nonsense-mediated decay of
the transcript. We speculate that the detected mRNA may reflect non-functional
transcripts that escape nonsense-mediated decay. Laser ablation or other methods to
selectively destroy dopamine-producing cells might permit further determination of the
behavioral consequences of complete loss of dopamine function.

2.4.4 Chitinase Assay
We believe using the chitinase assay as a proxy for egg-laying is a promising
method. Throughout the few experiments we did for optimization purposes, it was clear
that the assay could detect difference in number of eggs laid, especially when comparing
between conditions that used differing numbers of worms. We did manage to determine
that using four worms was an ideal starting amount (Figure 17). Although four worms
and eight worms seemed to be good numbers to yield differing results between N2 and
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cat-2_point, we decided four worms was a more manageable number for picking into
wells. However, a few aspects to the assay were not ideal. First, there seemed to be a
saturation limit of detection. Within each worm number optimization experiment, intensity
differences between strains were detected in wells with lower numbers of egg-laying
worms, but these strain differences were not detected in the wells with the highest
number of egg-laying worms. This potential saturation could be coming from limited
availability of reagents in the media or due to maximum readable intensity levels being
exceeded. Secondly, this assay is only a readout of hatched eggs at a particular
timepoint immediately after L1 larvae start to emerge for hatching. This is not a full, nor
ideal, readout of egg-laying, as worms lay eggs over several days reaching a peak at
day 2 or 3 and waning off after. This pattern of egg-laying is not entirely consistent
among differing strains of C. elegans, meaning measuring egg-laying at one single
timepoint will not give a full picture of how egg-laying compares between two strains.
While there is potential in this assay, it would require more troubleshooting for
optimization. It is possible a later timepoint, after all eggs have been laid and allowed to
hatch, could be used for this assay, but the 96-well plates are not large enough to
contain a population of worms this size in optimal conditions. Using larger welled plated
is a solution, and the supernatant of those wells would need to be transferred 96-well
plates for intensity measurements. Through previous experiments in the optimization of
this assay, we did find that reading chitinase levels from the supernatant alone is
possible (data not shown). That method is probably preferable, as well, because we
suspected that worm bodies in the well, if high enough in number, could interfere with
intensity measurements.
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Figure 1: Tracks composed from one minute videos of WT worms in the presence
or absence of food.
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Figure 2: Depiction of Area Exploration Analysis Process. - Pathways are
constructed from 10s locomotion videos and analyzed for total area coverage.
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Figure 3: Fiji Macros for Area Exploration Assay. - (A) Macro for quantifying area
covered over 10s video. (B) Macro quantifying worm size in frame 1 of 10s video.
Notes: In line 6(A)/8(B), 10000 pixels was set as the upper limit to exclude
anything that would be larger than a worm pathway could be at our standard
magnification levels, and 50 was set as the lower limit to exclude anything smaller
than an L1 would be at our standard magnification levels. If saving your resulting
images is not necessary, lines 9-14 can be omitted before running macros.
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Figure 4: Representative images for neuronal scoring categories. - 0 = Normal; 1 =
Thin, crooked, branched; 2 = Blebs; 3 = Breaks.
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Figure 5: Information on cat-2 mRNA quantification. - (A) Schematic of cat-2
isoforms, locations of cat-2 strains' mutations, and location of cat-2 primer set. (B)
Size and sequence information for primers sets used in mRNA assay. All primers
had an annealing temperature of 60°C. [Ian T. Ryde assisted in the design steps of
cat-2 primer optimization.]
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Figure 6: Depiction of egg-laying assay procedure. - 1. Pick nematodes into wells
before full reproductive maturity is reached. 2. Monitor nematode growth until
hatched L1 offspring are visible. At this step, there should be a detectable amount
of chitinase in the growth media. 3. Add 4-methylumbelliferyl β-D-N,N′,N′′triacetylchitotrioside to wells and incubate for 1h at 37°C to allow for binding to
chitinase and cleaving of the methylumbelliferone molecule. 4. Add alkaline buffer
to wells. 5. Read resulting fluorescence using a spectrophotometer.
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Figure 7: Area Exploration in DA-deficient Strains. - DA-deficient strain cat-2_
point shows increased movement at 72h growth. n=180 2-way ANOVA Strain*Age
p<0.0001; Student’s t-test (N2,72h vs cat-2_point,72h p=0.0001).
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Figure 8: DA antagonist Effects on Worm Growth. - Haloperidol significantly
inhibits growth in WT and DA-deficient strains. n=180 2-way ANOVA
Strain*Treatment p<0.0001; Student’s t-test [(cat-2_point,Control vs. cat2_point,Haloperidol p<.0001), (N2,Control vs. N2,Haloperidol p<.0001)]
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Figure 9: DA Antagonist Effects to Worm Locomotion. - (Top) Area coverage after
antagonist treatment. n=151 2-way ANOVA Strain*Treatment p<0.0001; Student’s ttest [(N2,Control vs. N2,Haloperidol p<0.0001), (cat-2_point,Control vs. cat2_point,Haloperidol p=0.0004), (cat-2_point,SCH-23390 vs. cat-2_point,Control
p=0.0402)]. (Bottom) Area coverage normalized to worm size after antagonist
treatment. n=151 2-way ANOVA Strain*Treatment p=0.0002; Student’s t-test
(N2,Control vs. N2,Haloperidol p=0.0069).
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Figure 10: L1 Exposure to 6-OHDA Leads to Neurodegeneration and Increased AE.
- (Top) 24 hours after 6-OHDA exposure, increases in AE were seen in the WT
strain. It is unclear why this increase was not evident in the BY200 (dat-1p:gfp)
strain. n=92 2-way ANOVA Strain*6-OHDA p=0.0010; Student’s t-test (N2,25 vs.
N2,0 p=0.0021). (Bottom) 24 hours after 6-OHDA exposure, negative changes to
CEP neuron morphology were evident. n=100neurons/25worms Chi Squared
Ordinal Logistics Whole Model Test 6-OHDA p<0.0001; Effect Likelihood Ratio 6OHDA p<0.0001. (Scored using older scoring method adapted from González-Hunt
et al. (2014). 0 = normal, 0.5 = blebs on less than half of the dendrite, 1.0 = blebs
on more than half of the dendrite, 1.5 = breaks on less than half of the dendrite, 2.0
= breaks, only half of the dendrite still present.)
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Table 1: Neuron Scoring Categories - Explanation of each scoring category used
for assessing neurodegeneration through morphological alterations in the
transgenic BY200 strain.
Neuron Scoring Categories
0 |Normal
1 |Slight Structural Changes (Thin/Crooked/Branched)
2 |Blebs
3 |Breaks
4 |Only CEP Cell Bodies Present
5 |Complete Absence of CEP Neuron
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Figure 11: AE On/Off Food. - All strains exhibit significantly different AE rates
between on-food (“Yes”) and off-food (“No”) conditions. n=103 2-way ANOVA
Strain*Food p<0.0001; Student’s t-test [(cat-2_deletion,No vs. cat-2_deletion,Yes
p<0.0001), (cat-2_point,No vs. cat-2_point,Yes p=0.0006), (BY200,No vs. BY200,Yes
p=0.0015), (N2,No vs. N2,Yes p=0.0058)].
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Figure 12: Time course of AE after L1 6-OHDA Treatment. - (A; B) Area exploration
normalized to size in N2 and BY200 during multiple timepoints over the course of
3 days. n=1574 (A) “AE/Size (% control)” shows significance in comparison to
strain-matched 0mM 6-OHDA control. 3-way ANOVA Strain*6-OHDA*Age p<0.0001;
Student’s t-test [(cat-2_point,0,48 vs. cat-2_point,25,48 p=0.0002), (cat2_point,25,24 vs. cat-2_point,0,24 p=0.0002), (cat-2_point,25,67 vs. cat-2_point,0,67
p=0.0391)] (B) “AE/Size” shows significance in comparison to dose-matched N2
control. 3-way ANOVA Strain*6-OHDA*Age p<0.0001; Student’s t-test [24h: (cat2_point,25 vs. N2,25 p=0.0041); 48h: (cat-2_point,0 vs. N2,0 p<0.0001), (cat2_deletion,0 vs. N2,0 p<0.0001), (cat-2_deletion,25 vs. N2,25 p<.0001), (cat2_point,25 vs. N2,25 p=0.0008), (BY200,25 vs. N2,25 p=0.0030); 50h: (N2,25 vs. cat2_deletion,25 p=0.0087), (cat-2_point,0 vs, N2,0 p=0.0193); 67h: (cat-2_point,25 vs.
N2,25 p<0.0001), (cat-2_deletion,25 vs. N2,25 p<0.0001), (cat-2_point,0 vs. N2,0
p=0.0284), (cat-2_deletion,0 vs. N2,0 p=0.0285); 72h: (cat-2_deletion,0 vs. N2,0
p<0.0001), (cat-2_point,0 vs. N2,0 p<0.0001), (cat-2_point,25 vs. N2,25 p=0.0020)].
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Figure 13: Time course of behavioral changes and neurodegeneration after 6OHDA larval dosing. - (A) Area exploration normalized to size and (B)
neurodegeneration scores over the course of 3 days following 1h L1 exposure to
6-OHDA in BY200. (C; D) Area exploration normalized to size in N2 and BY200 over
the course of 3 days following 1h L1 exposure to 6-OHDA. “AE/Size (% control)”
shows significance in comparison to strain-matched 0mM 6-OHDA control.
“AE/Size” shows significance in comparison to dose-matched N2 control. All
experiments were completed with two biological replicates. (A) n=777; 2-way
ANOVA 6-OHDA*Age p=0.0006; Tukey HSD [10mM,3d vs. 0mM,3d p=0.0015]. (B)
n=908 neurons/227 worms; 2-way ANOVA 6-OHDA*Age p<0.0001; Tukey HSD
[15mM,3d vs. 0mM,3d p<0.0001; 15mM,2d vs. 0mM,2d p<0.0001; 10mM,2d vs.
0mM,2d p<0.0001; 15mM,1d vs. 0mM,1d p<0.0001; 10mM,1d vs. 0mM,1d p=0.0021;
10mM,3d vs. 0mM,3d p=0.0222]. (C) n=1489 3-way ANOVA 6-OHDA*Age*Strain
p<0.0001; Tukey HSD [BY200,10mM,3d vs. BY200,0mM,3d p=0.0011]. (D) n=1489 3way ANOVA 6-OHDA*Age*Strain p<0.0001; Student t-test [N2,0mM,3d vs.
BY200,0mM,3d p=0.0003; N2,15mM,3d vs. BY200,15mM,3d p=0.0043].
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Figure 14: Area exploration in adult worms. - Comparison of AE in WT, BY200, and
DA deficient strains after reaching adulthood normalized to N2 control.
Experiment was completed with 3 biological replicates. n=406 1-way ANOVA
Strain p=<0.0001; Dunnett [BY200 vs. N2 p=0.0280; cat-2_deletion vs. N2 p=0.0080;
cat-2_point vs. N2 p<0.0001].
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Figure 15: Molecular characterization of BY200 and DA-deficient strains. - (A) RTPCR mRNA quantification of cat-2 gene expression. (B) ELISA quantification of DA
content. RT-PCR was completed with 5 biological replicates and ELISA was
completed with 4 biological replicates. (A) n=20 1-way ANOVA Strain p=0.0002;
Student t-test [N2 vs.cat-2_deletion p=0.0007; N2 vs. cat-2_point p=0.0073]. (B)
n=59 1-way ANOVA Strain p<0.0001; Student t-test [N2 vs. cat-2_point p<0.0001;
N2 vs. cat-2_deletion p=0.0043].
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Figure 16: Chitinase Assay Fluorescence Intensity Comparison between 25 and 50
Worms. - Changes in chitinase levels, due to variation in starting worm number, is
apparent in N2 and BY200. At 25 worms, there were significant differences
between cat-2_point versus WT and BY200. n= 30 2-way ANOVA Strain*Worm#
p<0.0001; Student’s t-test [25 vs 50: (N2,50 vs. N2,25 p<0.0001), (BY200,50 vs.
BY200,25 p=0.0004); Strains: (cat-2_point,25 vs. N2,25 p=0.0042), (cat-2_point,25
vs. BY200,25 p=0.0049).
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Figure 17: Chitinase Assay Fluorescence Intensity Comparison between 1-16
Worms. - Chitinase levels in cat-2_point are significantly different than WT in wells
started with 4 and 8 worms. n=24 2-way ANOVA Strain*Worm# p<0.0001: Student’s
t-test [(4,cat-2_point vs. 4,N2 p=0.0220), (8,cat-2_point vs. 8,N2 p=0.0195).
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Figure 18: Chitinase Assay Fluorescence Intensity after 6-OHDA Treatment. There were no significant differences found after exposure to 6-OHDA in WT or
BY200. BY200 seems to trend towards decreased egg-laying.
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3. Area Exploration in Comparison to Established
Methods of Dopamine System Analysis
3.1 Introduction
In Chapter 2, we outlined the development of the Area Exploration (AE) assay.
Throughout the process of adapting the Body Bends (BBs) method (Sawin et al., 2000)
of assessing DA function into the AE assay for use in our lab, we discovered several
sources of variability for locomotion in the way we handled our worms during the process
of analysis. Our assay has been optimized to control for any of these foreseen sources
of variability, such as lid removal, tap response, and liquid on plates, and has proven
efficient in detecting DA dysfunction through DA deficient mutants and DA-neuron
targeted toxicant upset by 6-OHDA.
Before exploring behavior, one of our lab’s primary methods for analyzing the
effects to the DA system after toxicant exposure was through the visual scoring of
changes to DA neuron morphology (González-Hunt et al., 2014; Nass et al., 2002).
While the method worked well, we wanted to explore the possibility that behavioral
endpoints may be more sensitive to toxicant-induced changes. For this purpose, we
compared the efficiency and sensitivity of scoring neurons to behavioral analysis.
Locomotion analysis is growing in popularity within the C. elegans community.
There are multiple neurotransmitter-specific behavioral phenotypes that have been
identified in the worm and even more behavioral assays to assess those behaviors (Hart
2006). Our study focuses on DA-mediated behaviors, primarily the analysis of basal
slowing, the slowing of worms with on food (Sawin et al., 2000). DA-deficient worms
were found to lack this slowing phenotype and were distinguishable from WT in the
Sawin et al. (2000) Basal Slowing Rate (BSR) study. For BSR analysis, the rate of
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movement of the worms was calculated by counting forward movement body bends; we
adapted this method into the AE assay, detailed in Chapter 2. To see which method was
more efficient in detecting DA-deficiency, we compared AE to BBs. We also quantified
Reversals in this comparison study, because, during previous studies, we observed a
notable change in reversal frequency between WT and DA-deficient mutant strains.
In order to test the specificity of the behavior being detected by the AE assay, we
also wanted to compare our standard DA deficient mutant to other strains with
deficiencies in a variety of neurotransmitter pathways. We chose to analyze mutants with
deficiencies in the four biogenic amine neurotransmitter systems in C. elegans,
dopamine (cat-2), tyramine (tdc-1), octopamine (tbh-1 and tdc-1), and serotonin (tph-1)
(Chase & Koelle, 2007). We also chose to include a cholinergic mutant strain (cha-1), as
acetylcholine has been correlated with locomotion and egg-laying (Rand, 2007).
To further explore the usefulness and efficiency of the AE assay in locomotion
analysis, we also compared AE to Swimming Induced Paralysis (SWIP) and 2Nonanone Avoidance (Hardaway et al., 2012; Kimura et al., 2010; McDonald et al.,
2007). Both behaviors have been previously identified as being mediated by DA function
and analyze changes in locomotion phenotypes. The onset of SWIP has been shown to
occur more rapidly in dat-1, dopamine transporter, mutants, presumably due to
increased DA function (McDonald et al., 2007). Kimura et al. (2010) found learned
avoidance behavior, in response to 2-nonanone, required normal DA function. We
explored both assays as alternatives to our standard method of analyzing fooddependent locomotion.
In this chapter, we more thoroughly examine the usefulness of our AE assay by
comparing it to other established methods of analyzing DA system dysfunction. We
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hoped to identify the most efficient method for use as a screening tool by carrying out
multiple comparisons against other similar behavioral endpoints and through
comparisons with neuronal scoring after toxicant upset.

3.2 Materials & Methods
3.2.1 Strains
Strains Bristol N2(WT), cat-2(e1112), cat-2(n4547), BZ555[egIs1(dat-1p::GFP)],
tbh-1(n3247), tdc-1(n3420), cha-1(p503), tph-1(n4622), and UA57[baIs4(dat-1p::GFP +
dat-1p::CAT-2)] were obtained from the Caenorhabditis Genetics Center (CGC). Strain
BY200[vtIs1(dat-1p::GFP; rol-6)] was obtained from the Aschner Lab; studies used the
strain in its original form [outcrossed four times: Nass et al. (2002)] or our lab’s 8X
outcrossed population. (The rol-6 phenotype in BY200 is rarely present, which is
important to address for our locomotion studies. BY200 worms move similarly to N2
worms, unless under conditions of starvation.) Each experiment began using
synchronized populations of L1 worms, obtained from sodium hydroxide/bleach lysis to
yield eggs and followed by an overnight liquid hatch in complete K-medium (Boyd et al.,
2009). Worms were grown on K-agar OP50 bacterial plates (Williams & Dusenbery,
1988) until the start of each experiment. Worms were maintained at 20°C. For clarity, it
is standard for most C. elegans mutant or transgenic strains to be derived from the WT
strain N2.

3.2.2 6-OHDA Dosing
6-OHDA exposures were carried out as detailed in Chapter 2 with a few minor
alterations. For adult studies, 300 synchronized L4 worms were incubated at 20°C for 1h
in 0, 25, 50, or 100mM 6-OHDA. 6-OHDA (Sigma) doses were from a 100mM (or
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200mM for high dosing 100mM experiment) stock solution dissolved in 20mM (or 40mM
for high dosing 100mM experiment) ascorbic acid to prevent oxidation; all samples in
each experimental replicate were dosed in equivalent ascorbic acid concentrations.
Adult studies consisted of three to nine biological replicates.

3.2.3 Behavioral Analyses
For this study locomotion on agar plates was analyzed using the Area
Exploration (AE) assay detailed in Chapter 2 and by quantification of Body Bends (BBs)
and Reversals. AE measured the area covered by the worm in a prerecorded 10s video.
BBs and Reversals were manually quantified from identical worms using the same 10s
locomotion videos as the AE assay. If movement resulted in forward motion and
propagated a wave along the body of the worm, it was counted as one body bend. The
initiation of backward motion from forward movement or a stopped position was counted
as one reversal.
For the DA-mediated swimming induced paralysis (SWIP) (McDonald et al.,
2007), ~10 day 1 adult worms were picked into 300µl molecular grade water in 48 well
plates with a platinum wire pick. All worms in a specific well were transferred all together
and the start time on a stopwatch was recorded when worms were placed in the liquid.
After a 30-minute incubation at room temperature, individual wells were observed under
a stereomicroscope, and the number of worms paralyzed, defined in our studies by
complete absence of movement in the head and body (the body tends to undergo
paralysis before the head region of the worm completely paralyzes), and the number of
worms in total were recorded. The percentage of worms paralyzed was calculated per
well. This experiment consisted of three biological replicates with three technical
replicates each.
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As another measure of dopaminergic function, the enhancement of odor
avoidance to 2-nonanone by preconditioning was used as described (Kimura et al.,
2010), with minor adaptations. ~600-1000 day 1 adult worms were washed off OP50
plates with K-medium into 15ml conical tubes, allowed to gravity settle, and the
supernatant was removed and replaced with fresh K-medium. This process was
repeated three times to remove most bacteria from the worms. The worms were then
divided among three 60mm “pre-exposure” agar plates by transferring 10µl of pelleted
worms to each plate. Each of these “pre-exposure” plates had six agar plugs on the lid
(at the five points of a star with one plug in the center; Figure 19A). Once the liquid
transferred with the worms had completely evaporated from the plates, we added 0.1µL
10% 2-nonanone in ethanol to each plug on one plate lid (“pre-exposed” group), 0.1 µL
ethanol to each plug on another plate lid (“mock” group), and nothing on each plug of the
final plate lid (“naïve” group). The worms were left on these plates for 60 minutes.
Following this 60 minute incubation, they were washed off the plates and immediately
plated on avoidance assay plates, 60mm agar plates divided vertically into six equal
sections by lines drawn on the bottom using a 3D-printed stencil. The stencil included
two dots, for odorant placement, spaced equidistant from the center in the second
section and a dot, for worm placement, in the center of the plate (Figure 19B-C). The
worms were transferred in a drop of liquid (5µL) to the center and allowed to dry (50-150
total worms per plate). When the worms began to crawl away from the center, 0.3µL
10% 2-nonanone in ethanol was added to each odorant dot and the plate was closed
and inverted. After a 12 minute incubation, the plate was transferred to the -20°C freezer
to prevent further worm movement. (Note: Incubation in the freezer was brief, and plates
were not allowed to freeze completely.) After worms slowed further movement, plates
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were removed from the freezer, and the number of worms in each section was counted
and used to calculate the avoidance index. [The avoidance index is a weighted index,
which represents the number of worms in each section multiplied by a weight and then
summed; the weighted sum is then divided by the total number of worms on the plate.
The weights were -2.5 for section 1, -1.5 for section 2 (containing the spots of odorant), 0.5 for section 3, 0.5 for section 4, 1.5 for section 5, and 2.5 for section 6.] The
experiments were done with three technical replicates (plates) per group and per preexposure condition for each of three biological replicates. For all replicates, the
experimenter was blind to strain or treatment.

3.2.4 Statistical Analysis
All experiments were analyzed using JMP Pro 13 or 14 for Windows (SAS
Institute Inc., Cary, NC). Each statistical analysis began with a 1, 2, or 3-way ANOVA,
except for Neuronal Scoring, which began with an Ordinal Logistics Chi Squared Whole
Model Test. Statistical significance was set at a p-value less than 0.05. Post-hoc tests
include Dunnett, Student’s t-test, and Tukey HSD. All bar graphs include error bars
constructed using standard error of the mean.

3.3 Results
3.3.1 Area Exploration, Body Bends, and Reversals
To further characterize locomotion among adult worms and to compare our lab’s
method of locomotion analysis, AE, to other established methods, we divided
synchronized populations of day 1 adult worms into two groups. One-half of the worms
were transferred to plates without a food source and the other half were transferred to
plates containing a lawn of OP50. All endpoints (AE, BBs, and reversals) were
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measured using the same video recordings of worm locomotion; BBs and Reversals use
the exact same individual worms. In conditions of no food, the cat-2 point mutation strain
exhibited a significantly higher rate of AE than WT (Figure 20A). In conditions with food,
BY200 and both DA-deficient strains exhibit significantly higher rates of locomotion than
WT. BSR [(On-Off)/Off], calculated using AE data on/off food, is significantly lower in
BY200 and the cat-2 deletion strain compared to WT but not significantly different in the
cat-2 point mutation strain (Figure 20B). In conditions of no food, BY200 exhibits fewer
body bends in comparison to WT (Figure 20C). In on-food conditions, BY200 and the
DA-deficient strains exhibit a greater number of body bends than WT. The BSR,
calculated from BBs on/off food, is significantly less in BY200 and both DA-deficient
strains (Figure 20D). In conditions of no food, BY200 exhibits a greater number of
reversals than WT (Figure 20E). On food, BY200 and the DA-deficient strains exhibit a
smaller number of reversals in comparison to WT, with the most significance seen in the
DA-deficient strains. (Note: 1-way ANOVA was conducted for On/Off food data in Figure
20A, 20C, and 20E, because interactions between On/Off food groups were not being
evaluated at these steps. The comparisons made here were among the strains within a
particular condition (On or Off Food). Comparison of changes in AE between On and Off
food conditions were conducted using the BSR calculations in Figure 20B and 20D.)

3.3.2 Area Exploration in Neuronal Mutant Strains
In order test the specificity of the AE assay to DA deficiency, we tested other
neuronal mutants using this endpoint. We compared basal locomotion in the presence of
food between several strains containing mutations in the cholinergic (cha-1),
serotonergic (tph-1), tyraminergic (tdc-1), octopaminergic (tdc-1 and tbh-1), and
dopaminergic (cat-2_point) neurons. We also included WT and strain UA57, which
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overexpresses cat-2, to this study. The results of this study show that the AE assay has
the ability to detect deficiencies in DA and serotonin production pathways (Figure 21).

3.3.3 Swimming-Induced Paralysis and 2-Nonanone Avoidance
In the search for a more DA specific assay, we conducted experiments analyzing
other assays that have been described as dopaminergic-dependent: SWIP (McDonald et
al., 2007) and learned 2-nonanone avoidance (Kimura et al., 2010). For SWIP analysis,
we compared WT, cat-2_point, UA57, tbh-1, and tph-1. We chose to include UA57 and
tbh-1 in this assay, because both mutants showed increased SWIP in our preliminary
assays, and previous studies have shown SWIP is regulated by increased DA function
(Hardaway et al., 2012); tph-1 was chosen due to the results of the neuronal mutation
strain comparison AE assay. As we performed it, this assay was able to identify a
deficiency in the octopamine synthesis pathway and an upregulation in the DA synthesis
pathway, but was not able to identify a difference between cat-2_point and tph-1 (Figure
22). For 2-nonanone avoidance strain comparisons, we chose to compare WT, cat2_point, and tph-1. The results indicate an enhanced avoidance index after preexposure in the WT strain, but neither mutant strain altered their avoidance after preexposure to 2-nonanone (Figure 23B). Effects to WT avoidance were also not seen after
50mM 6-OHDA exposure (Figure 23A). It is important to note, several variable methods
of analyzing nonanone or nonanol exist (Bargmann, Hartwieg, & Horvitz, 1993; Kaur,
Sammi, Jadiya, & Nazir, 2012; Salim, Thadathil, Muralidhara, & Rajini, 2018; Sammi,
Agim, & Cannon, 2018), such as immediate odor avoidance. However, we decided to
use the Kimura et al. (2010) method for assessing DA-mediated learning, because the
dopaminergic neurons (which are not chemosensory) play only a supplementary role in
immediate avoidance behavior, precluding specificity to dopamine function.
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Nonetheless, there is potential that immediate nonanone avoidance might function as a
nonspecific but sensitive method for detection dopaminergic dysfunction.

3.3.4 AE and Neurodegeneration in Adult Worms after 6-OHDA L4
Dosing
Our results so far indicate that AE seems to be the most sensitive method of
locomotion analysis in adult worms; AE results also align better with expected results
among the DA-deficient strains, based on molecular observations and mutant
characteristics highlighted in Chapter 2. To further test this assay’s sensitivity, we
compared AE to neurodegeneration in adult worms after toxicant exposure. For this
purpose, we dosed N2, BY200, BZ555, and the cat-2 point mutant with 25 and 50mM 6OHDA. We did not use the DA deficient deletion mutant since it showed weaker
phenotypes than did the point mutant. We exposed L4s instead of L1s, because
development of DA neurons is not complete until the L2 stage when the two posterior
deirid neurons, PDE, are formed (Altun et al., 2002-2018), and we wished to ensure
exposure of all dopaminergic neurons. However, we found that these neurons do not
seem to be affected by 6-OHDA at these concentrations (data not shown); therefore,
scoring reflects CEP neurons only, as they are the primary targets of 6-OHDA exposure.
AE and neuronal scoring assays were both able to identify significant differences after 6OHDA treatment in the BY200 strain (Figure 25Figure 24A-B). BZ555 showed a
significant response to 6-OHDA treatment in the neuronal scoring assay (Figure 24B)
but did not exhibit any behavioral changes (Figure 24A). There were no significant dose
dependent changes to N2 or cat-2_point behavior (Figure 24A).
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3.4 Discussion
3.4.1 Area Exploration vs. Neurodegeneration
In BY200 adults, the effects of 6-OHDA were detectable using either AE or
neuronal scoring (Figure 25A-B). There was a similar dose response using both
endpoints. This result, along with the baseline AE observed in cat-2 mutants, even off
food (Figure 20A; although the mechanistic basis for this is currently unclear), makes a

strong case for AE being a dopamine-mediated behavior. In comparison to BY200,
neurodegeneration in BZ555 seemed to respond in a similar (Figure 24B), although
statistically different, dose-dependent manner to 6-OHDA treatment but had no
detectable behavioral response (Figure 24A). The difference in sensitivity, detected by
neuronal scoring, between BY200 and BZ555 could be attributed to their genetic
difference, as BZ555 does not carry the rol-6 gene. The lack of behavioral response in
AE by BZ555 is not as easily explained, as there was detectable neurodegeneration at
levels shown to coincide with increased locomotion in BY200. Interestingly, while cat-2
mutants move significantly more than WT under control conditions (as expected) (Figure
24C), increasing 6-OHDA treatment had no further effect on movement (Figure 24A),
suggesting that despite the residual DA we detected by ELISA, DA deficiency-mediated
increased AE may already be maximal in the cat-2 point mutant.

3.4.2 AE vs. BBs vs. Reversals
All of the tested methods of analyzing basal locomotion on agar plates were
adequate for identifying DA deficiency in on-food conditions. However, AE was the sole
method, in this study, for identifying DA deficiency off food (Figure 20A). It is unclear at
this point if this detected difference in off-food locomotion is strictly DA-mediated, but this
holds promise as a more targeted method of studying pure motor defects versus
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changes to motor function conflated with mechanosensory defects analyzed through
typical analysis of BSR. While looking at on-food and off-food conditions individually, AE
trends aligned more with expected results (Figure 20A), based on previously measured
strain DA content. When comparing BSR, which takes into consideration locomotion in
both food conditions, the BSR calculated using BBs seems to be a better identifier of DA
deficiency (Figure 20D). However, neither method of calculating BSR correlated to
measured DA content (discussed in Chapter 2). It is important to note that these
endpoints were obtained using the same videos/population of worms. Whether the rate
of movement of the cat-2 point mutant is higher or lower in comparison to the other
strains differs depending on analysis method; the cat-2 point mutant has a significantly
higher AE rate than BY200 and the cat-2 deletion mutant on food (Figure 20A), but fewer
BBs in the same conditions (Figure 20C). Understanding the basis of the differences
between AE and BBs would require further analyses of subtle non-speed related
behavioral changes, such as bending angle, bend amplitude, and wavelength, may need
to be completed to get a clearer idea of the locomotion differences among strains
(Angstman, Frank, & Schmitz, 2016).

3.4.3 Differences between WT, BY200, and BZ555
A concerning finding in this study was that strain BY200 seems to be differentially
affected by 6-OHDA treatment in comparison to the WT strain (Figure 24A). In fact,
BY200 was the only strain that showed a behavioral change after 6-OHDA treatment at
our standard doses [at a higher concentration, 100mM 6-OHDA, we were able to elicit a
response from WT (Figure 25)]. It is unclear if BY200 is more or less sensitive than WT,
as we could have missed the optimal effect dose for behavioral changes in the other
strains, but this differential response needs to be taken into consideration when
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identifying compounds as neurodegenerative. In addition to this difference in treatment
response, the three primary methods of locomotion analysis, AE, BBs, and Reversals,
identified a difference in locomotory behavior between N2 and BY200 (Figure 20), which
may mean BY200 should not be regarded as the “same as WT” when using it for
neuronal scoring experiments. The explanation for these differences is unclear, as
BY200 was constructed from the N2 strain (Nass et al., 2002). Potential explanations
include, but are not limited to, general interference due to the overexpression of the
transgene (or its components, dat-1p:GFP and rol-6), such as disruption by the
transgene of expression of other RNAs, or an interference of cellular function by copious
non-native expression of genetic product.
In an attempt to identify a DA neuron reporter strain more similar to WT, we also
tested the BZ555 strain. BZ555 also contains a dat-1p::GFP transgene but does not
have the rol-6 marker and is listed on the CGC website
(https://cgc.umn.edu/strain/BZ555) as less sensitive to 6-OHDA than BY200. We tested
this strain in our 6-OHDA AE studies in conjunction with N2, BY200, and cat-2_point. We
found BZ555 does not have a behavioral response to 6-OHDA treatment (Figure 24Figure 25). This suggests the rol-6 gene mutation, only present in BY200, may be linked
to the differential behavioral response. The rol-6 gene mutation leads to a cuticle
collagen defect (Kramer, French, Park, & Johnson, 1990), and we speculate it could
possibly increase cuticle permeability to toxicant exposure. As previously stated, the
reasoning behind the differential behavioral response between BY200 and BZ555 is
potentially a little more complex than that, because BZ555 was shown to respond to
treatment through neuronal scoring at similar levels of neurodegeneration that induced
behavioral changes in BY200. In addition, we observed that BY200 displayed brighter
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GFP fluorescence than BZ555, and BZ555 neurons tend to appear much thinner in
comparison, which is why our scoring system, developed using the bright BY200 strain,
detected more minor damage in the control BZ555 groups than BY200.

3.4.4 Dopamine- and Serotonin-Mediated Behavior
In this study, we used several commonly employed DA-mediated behaviors to
attempt to identify one that was truly specific to DA deficiency. AE has been our main
behavioral endpoint and readily identified the DA-deficiency in the cat-2 mutant strains
through the decrease in basal slowing in the presence of a food source. To test whether
this phenotype was specific to DA deficiency, we compared the locomotion of several
neurotransmitter deficient strains using the AE assay and found that deficiencies in
serotonin were also detectable (Figure 21). This was unexpected because the Sawin et
al. (2000) study found that the serotonin-mediated form of BSR is the enhanced slowing
rate and is only detectable after the worms have undergone conditions of starvation.
Trying to tease apart these two neurotransmitter deficiencies has proven to be difficult.
Neither the SWIP assay nor the 2-nonanone avoidance assay were able to identify
differential phenotypes between cat-2_point and tph-1 (Figure 22-Figure 23). Thus, the
behavioral assays currently available could serve as a first-tier test of potential
dopaminergic dysfunction, but additional research would be required to confirm
dopaminergic involvement. The similarity in behavior between cat-2 and tph-1 mutants
could not be explained by a similar decrease in DA; in fact, tph-1 had approximately 30%
higher DA content than N2 (as determined by DA ELISA in n =3 experiments; data not
shown). Additionally, this observed increase in DA in the tph-1 strain suggests there is a
possibility that mutant strains undergo compensatory processes that lead to altered
levels of other neurotransmitters. It is important to note this potential caveat to the use of
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mutants in interrogating specific neurotransmitters mediated behaviors. A more thorough
characterization of these mutants may be warranted for future studies.
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Figure 19: Representative images of odor avoidance assay plates. - (A) 60mm preexposure plate lids with agar plugs. (B) 3D-printed stencil for sectioning
avoidance assay plate. (3D Print Design available created at
www.thingiverse.com/thing:3713231.) (C) Diagram of 60mm avoidance assay
plates with labelled sections and weights. (Images not equivalent in scale.) [2Nonanone Assay designed and executed by Jessica Hartman, Riccardo Romersi,
Zachary Markovich, and Jolán von Plutzner.]
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Figure 20: Characterization of locomotion in adult worms. - (A) AE of adult strains
On/Off food source. n=862 1-way ANOVA Strain [Food=No p<0.0001; Food=Yes p<
0.0001]; Student t-test [(Food=No: cat-2_point vs. N2 p=0.0003) (Food=Yes: cat2_point vs. N2 p<0.0001; cat-2_deletion vs. N2 p<0.0001; BY200 vs. N2 p=0.0257)].
(B) BSR based on AE values. n=862 1-way ANOVA Strain p=0.0447; Student t-test
[BY200 vs. N2 p=0.0123; cat-2_deletion vs. N2 p=0.0380]. (C) BBs of adult strains
On/Off food source. n=651 1-way ANOVA Strain [Food=No p =.0469; Food=Yes
p=< 0.0001]; Student t-test [(Food=No: N2 vs. BY200 p=0.0492) (Food=Yes: cat2_deletion vs. N2 p<0.0001; BY200 vs. N2 p=0.0001; cat-2_point vs. N2 p=0.0056)].
(D) BSR calculated using BBs values. n=651 1-way ANOVA Strain p=<0.0001;
Student t-test [BY200 vs. N2 p<0.0001; cat-2_deletion vs. N2 p<0.0001; cat-2_point
vs. N2 p=0.0473]. (E) Reversals in adult strains On/Off food source. All analyses
methods utilized the same sets of videos. BBs and Reversals utilized the same
exact worms. All experiments were completed with 5 biological replicates. n=651
1-way ANOVA Strain [Food=No p=0.0122; Food=Yes p< 0.0001]; Student t-test
[(Food=No: BY200 vs. N2 p=0.0025) (Food=Yes: N2 vs. cat-2_deletion p<0.0001; N2
vs. cat-2_point p<0.0001; N2 vs. BY200 p=0.0168)].
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Figure 21: Area Exploration in mutant strains deficient in neurotransmitter
production. - The Area Exploration assay is sensitive to decreases in dopamine
(cat-2) and serotonin (tph-1). n=778 worms 1-way ANOVA Strain p<0.0001; Dunnett
[N2 vs. cat-2_point p=0.0006; N2 vs. tph-1 p<0.0001].
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Figure 22: Swimming induced paralysis in day 1 adult worms - The SWIP assay is
sensitive to increases in cat-2/dopamine (UA57) and decreases in octopamine.
n=45 wells/444 worms 1-way ANOVA Strain p<0.0001; Dunnett [N2 vs. UA57
p<0.0001; N2 vs tbh-1 p<0.0001].
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Figure 23: 2-Nonanone avoidance in day 1 adult worms - (A) The Nonanone
Avoidance Assay was not sensitive to 6-OHDA treatment in WT worms. n=54
plates/~2700 worms 2-way ANOVA 6-OHDA*Pre-exposure Condition p=0.6960;
Dunnett [Naive,0mM vs. Pre-Exposed,0mM p=0.0013 ; Naive,50mM vs. PreExposed,50mM p=0.0320]. (B) Enhanced 2-nonanone avoidance after preexposure was not detected in dopamine and serotonin deficient mutants. n= 81
plates/~4050 worms 2-way ANOVA Strain*Pre-exposure Condition p=0.3634;
Dunnett [N2,Naïve vs. N2,Pre-Exposed p=0.0380]. [2-Nonanone Assay designed
and executed by Jessica Hartman, Riccardo Romersi and Zachary Markovich,
Jolán von Plutzner.]
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Figure 24: AE and neurodegeneration in adult worms after 1h L4 exposure to 6OHDA. - (A) Area Exploration/Size normalized to strain matched 0mM 6-OHDA
control. “AE/Size (% control)” shows significance in comparison to strainmatched 0mM 6-OHDA control. n= 1970 worms 2-way ANOVA Strain*6-OHDA
p<0.0001; Tukey HSD [BY200,25mM vs. BY200,0mM p<0.0001; BY200,50mM vs.
BY200,0mM p<0.0001]. (B) Neurodegeneration scores of BY200 and BZ555. n=2636
neurons/659 worms Ordinal Logistics Chi Squared Whole Model Test p<0.0001;
Effect Likelihood Ratio Chi Squared Tests [Strain p=0.0234; 6-OHDA p<0.0001;
Strain*6-OHDA p<0.0001]. (C) Basal Area Exploration/Size in N2, BY200, BZ555
and the cat-2 point mutant following 1h L4 exposure to 0mM 6-OHDA; these strain
underwent the 6-OHDA protocol and were exposure to ascorbic acid only.
“AE/Size” shows significance in comparison to dose-matched N2 control. n=759
worms 1-way ANOVA Strain p<0.0001; Dunnett [N2 vs. BY200 p=0.0041; N2 vs. cat2_point p<0.0001]. Note: All graphs in this figure are a combination of 3 separate
experiments, each completed with 3 biological replicates. [Ian T. Ryde assisted in
the 6-OHDA dosing of a subset of the replicates in this study.]
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Figure 25: AE and neurodegeneration in adult worms after 1h L4 high-dose
exposure to 100mM 6-OHDA. - (A) Area Exploration/Size normalized to strain
matched 0mM 6-OHDA control. “AE/Size (% control)” shows significance in
comparison to strain-matched 0mM 6-OHDA control. n=617 worm 2-way ANOVA
Strain*6-OHDA p<0.0001; Tukey HSD [N2,0mM vs. N2 100mM p<0.0001;
BY200,0mM vs. BY200,100mM p=0.0019]. (B) Neurodegeneration scores of BY200
and BZ555. n=628 neurons/157 worms Ordinal Logistics Chi Squared Whole Model
Test Strain*6-OHDA p<0.0001; Effect Likelihood Ratio Chi Squared Tests [Strain
p=0.0010; 6-OHDA p<0.0001; Strain*6-OHDA p<0.0001].
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4. Conclusion
4.1 Summary
4.1.1 Overview
In this project, we set out to identify the optimal method for screening for
environmental compounds that have the ability to disrupt the dopaminergic system. The
lab’s primary method of analyzing DA dysfunction before the start of the project was the
visual scoring of morphological changes to the DA neurons (González-Hunt et al., 2014;
Nass et al., 2002). While this method worked well, there has been concern regarding
using the changes in neuron morphology visualized using a GFP reporter strain as a
proxy for neurodegeneration. While published research has correlated the missing GFP
signal with damaged neurons through high resolution electron microscopy (Nass et al.,
2002), that was only in relation to 6-OHDA exposure. A more thorough examination
comparing morphological changes to damage in the neurons after exposure to other
toxic compounds with varied modes of action would need to be undertaken to concretely
prove this response and correlation hold true for toxicant exposure in general. The lack
of literature concerning this topic led us to inquire if there is another method of detecting
DA system disruption within C. elegans; we set out to explore whether behavioral
phenotypes would be a useful alternative endpoint for detecting DA dysfunction.
We began exploring worm behavior with the goal of identifying and optimizing a
low-cost efficient method of analyzing behavior that could easily be executed with the
resources already available to our lab. While we identified several promising DAmediated behaviors, such as Basal Slowing Rate (BSR), odor avoidance, and egg-laying
(Hart 2006; Sawin et al., 2000),we ultimately decided to focus on adapting the BSR
assay for use in our lab. The original assay outlined by Sawin et al. (2000) lacked the
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level of efficiency we were hoping for and seemed prone to user error, as it required
picking individual worms to an area under a stereomicroscope and counting of user
defined body bends. We, therefore, decided to take the existing knowledge about how
the BSR assay worked and what exact behavior the readout was detecting, forward
locomotion, and created a macro in ImageJ (Schindelin et al., 2012) to measure the
locomotion of multiple worms at once. We were successful in the development of the
more automated assay, but it did not increase the throughput of the assay to the level for
which we were aiming. We do believe the rate of user error is greatly decreased by this
method, as measurements are more automated and do not rely on what the
experimenter considers a particular type of movement; with quantifying body bends,
what constitutes a bend is up for speculation from analyst to analyst.
Throughout the process of optimizing a locomotory assay, we also noted many
sources of interference to behavioral readouts. Worms seem to be very susceptible to
changes in behavior due to a plethora of factors, including but not limited to changes in
temperature, thickness/thinness of the bacterial lawn, vibrations, age, and light
exposure. These types of confounders, along with variations in treatment protocols,
could potentially account for the variability among baseline locomotory rates between
experiments. To get around as many of the interferences as possible, we standardized
the way we conduct AE, and other behavioral assays, to control for these sources of
variation. We also noted after transfers, whether individual worm or whole plate, worms
seem to move at a rate higher than their typical speeds. Several acclimation steps were
implemented into our assays after any type of transfer to circumvent this issue. This
observation raised the question of whether the results from the Sawin et al. (2000) were
slightly different from ours due to the fact that they analyzed movement immediately
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after worms were picked to a new plate. We speculated that the DA deficient strain used
in that study may have an increased stressed-induced response to touch compared to
WT that is too strong to be overcome by the presence of a food source. While we did not
attempt to prove or disprove this theory in this project, it is something to consider when
comparing results from multi-lab behavior studies.
Our overall summation from this project is that while locomotion analysis is a
promising tool, it is quite variable and currently not diagnostic for definitive proof of
dopaminergic dysfunction. Analyzing behaviors is a quick and easy screening method,
but further analyses would be needed to definitively say which specific neuronal system
is disrupted, especially in light of behavioral studies detailed in Chapter 3 that were
unable to tease apart dopamine mediated phenotypes from serotonin mediated
phenotypes. Morphological neurodegeneration appears to be a less variable and a more
reliable method, but requires the use of strains containing a specific transgene for
visualization. There is also the problem with the difference in sensitivity among the two
commonly used dat-1p::GFP strains BY200 and BZ555. They are differentially sensitive
to toxicant treatment and it is not entirely clear which strain aligns more with WT in
regards to toxicant susceptibility. More thorough studies need to be conducted to identify
which strain is the more ideal model for analyzing morphological changes to the DA
neurons. Our overall assessment is that there are many strengths and limitations to
consider when choosing between the two methods; locomotion analysis is effective for
screening for behavioral changes, but is probably best used either before or in
conjunction with neuronal scoring.
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4.1.2 Comparisons among DA System Function Analyses Methods
used in this Study
Table 2 offers comparisons of the primary methods of analyzing the DA system
addressed in this study. The table highlights significant points to consider when choosing
a method of analyzing the dopaminergic system in C. elegans after toxicant exposure.
Neuron scoring is generally a low cost, straightforward method of assessing
morphological changes to the DA system. In cases where a lab may not have easy
access to a fluorescence microscope, the cost would increase significantly. One
downside to this assay is the necessity of using strains with transgenic reporter
constructs such as the commonly used dat-1p::GFP, which could possibly affect the
sensitivity or resistance of the strains to toxicant exposure. Area Exploration, Body
Bends, and Reversals all analyze locomotion in a similar manner with slightly different
effort requirements. The biggest advantages of one of these locomotion analyses over
the others is ease of use and increased automation. AE relies on computer-generated
data, thereby relatively minimizing user error and increasing throughput, which is ideal
for a screening tool. BBs requires manual counting of user defined bends, which can
take a considerable amount of time and vary greatly from researcher to researcher
based on their definition of what constitutes a body bend. Reversals are not as
automated as AE, but identification and manual counting is simple and straightforward
and therefore less subject to user differences. Unfortunately, reversals are not as
numerous as forward bends per individual worm, resulting in lower output values and a
potentially smaller dynamic range. Other methods used for analyzing behavior include
Swimming-Induced Paralysis (SWIP) and 2-Nonanone Avoidance. While SWIP was a
straightforward approach, it was not able to identify decreases in DA function through
the method we used, but it is highly useful for detecting increased DA function.
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Additional refinement of the SWIP assay parameters, such as age of worms and
timepoint of analysis, could potentially lead to circumstances that create a higher
baseline level of paralysis in WT and allow for detection of reduced SWIP. 2-Nonanone
Avoidance, on the other hand, was able to identify a difference in learned avoidance
behavior between WT and DA deficiency, but it was a very time consuming and handson assay, consisting of multiple prone to user error steps. As mentioned in Chapter 3,
Immediate 2-Nonanone Avoidance, although not tested here, could potentially provide a
quicker and possibly more apt of method of analyzing DA mediated avoidance behavior.
The last two methods described in Table 2, cat-2 mRNA quantification using RT-PCR
and DA content analysis using ELISA, may be less useful as screening tools,
considering they both require somewhat costly reagent kits, a high “n,” and a
considerable amount of time to complete. However, as these two methods analyze
molecular function of the DA system, they would be quite useful for more thorough
mechanistic studies of the effects that toxicants, already identified through a screening
process, may have on the overall dopaminergic system in C. elegans. It remains to be
tested whether they will be responsive to chemical challenge. The choice of tool may
depend on various aspects of experimental design and logistical constraints. For a more
in-depth mechanistic analysis, all of the methods taken together may tell a more
informative story about what is happening to the DA system after toxicant exposure. In
addition, Table 3 offers a quick guide for comparison of the primary strains, DA-deficient
and neuronal reporter, outlined in this study for use in the aforementioned methods of
analysis. We ultimately picked the cat-2 point mutant (e1112) as the optimal DA-deficient
strain, because it has the greatest deficiency in DA content. BY200 was chosen as the
optimal neuronal reporter strain, because its increased sensitivity to exposures would
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allow for a higher rate of detection of DA system disruption, which is ideal for screening
purposes.
Although we have detailed several behavioral analysis methods throughout this
study, it is important to note that several ImageJ plug-ins exist to measure worm
movement in a similar fashion to the macro we developed here. In earlier stages of this
work, we attempted to employ some of these plug-ins with no success. The use of the
plug-ins require an accurate and steady frame rate within file information of the captured
locomotion videos. Due to either the limits of our image capturing software or the age of
the computer used for video acquisition, we were unable to obtain files with accurate or
high frame rates. Another issue we came across with some of these freely available
plug-ins was they were not able to accurately count body bends the worms made
throughout our captured videos. Some body bends are more subtle than others with a
lower bend amplitude. Subtle body bends were not detected by the default settings of
the plug-ins. While it is possible to adjust these settings, it would take a lot of
troubleshooting to pinpoint the exact settings needed to detect all body bends,
regardless of how obvious or subtle the amplitude the bend may be. During the end of
the studies outlined in this project, we did come across a software and equipment
package, WormLab (MBF Bioscience), that holds promise for use in analyzing a variety
of worm behaviors, including minute aspects of the worms movement, such as rate of
speed adjustment, bending angle, and amplitude. Some of these more minute aspects in
behavior have been shown be altered in through DA signaling (Angstman et al., 2016;
Omura et al., 2012; A. Vidal-Gadea et al., 2011). The software package would be ideal
for future behavioral studies, but it is costly; it would probably be a good investment for a
more behavior focused research lab.
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4.2 Current Work and Future Directions
One of the original intentions of this project was to thoroughly study the effects of
several environmental compounds on the DA system after optimization of a screening
tool for identification of behavioral changes after toxicant upset. While we have not been
able to do a standalone study, we have completed several preliminary studies with
various compounds whose results may warrant continued investigation, such as
paraquat and bisphenol A (BPA).
In a study conducted by González-Hunt et al. (2014), paraquat, a common
herbicide, was previously shown to induce neurodegeneration in C. elegans. As the
compound was already shown the induced neurodegeneration, we wanted to assess its
effects to behavioral phenotypes. So far, we have only conducted a dose-response
growth assay in an attempt to pinpoint ideal doses for locomotion and
neurodegeneration comparison assays. Based this initial study, the WT strain is more
sensitive to the effects of paraquat than the DA deficient strains (Figure 26). A study
investigating the effects of manganese, which cause oxidative stress, shows that the
effects of manganese are potentiated by extracellular dopamine (Benedetto, Au, Avila,
Milatovic, & Aschner, 2010). The lower levels of dopamine in the DA deficient strains in
comparison to WT could be a potential explanation for the difference in sensitivity. As
there was an obvious difference in treatment effect to strains with mutations within the
DA system, a more thorough study exploring the extent of the effects to DA system may
be useful.
Another study we wanted to include in this project centered on analyzing the
effects of BPA, and its alternative compounds BPS and BPF, on the DA system. BPA is
an incredibly ubiquitous environmental toxicant that has been detected in a large
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percentage of the population. A study analyzing data from 2003-2004 in the United
States showed 92.6% of participants, 2,517 total, had detectable urinary levels of BPA
(Calafat, Ye, Wong, Reidy, & Needham, 2008). Through mammalian studies, the
compound has been found to negatively affect the DA system (Alyea & Watson, 2009;
Masami Ishido & Masuo, 2014; M. Ishido, Yonemoto, & Morita, 2007; Miyatake,
Miyagawa, Mizuo, Narita, & Suzuki, 2006). BPA also has estrogen mimicking properties
(Krishnan, Stathis, Permuth, Tokes, & Feldman, 1993), and there have been several
studies linking estrogen to the DA synthesis (Hruska & Nowak, 1988; Jones & Miller,
2008; Maharjan, Serova, & Sabban, 2005; Zhou, Cunningham, & Thomas, 2002). This
process is believed to function through estrogen-mediated transcriptional regulation of
tyrosine hydroxylase, the rate limiting step in DA production (Maharjan et al., 2005). It is
important to note that while estrogen has not been detected in C. elegans, an estrogenic
receptor has been identified (Mimoto et al., 2007). As the negative effects BPA exposure
are becoming more thoroughly explored, its alternatives are becoming increasingly more
popular substitutions. Unfortunately, multiple studies have shown that BPF and BPS are
not truly safe alternatives (Castro, Sánchez, Torres, & Ortega, 2015; Y. Chen et al.,
2016; Mersha, Patel, Patel, Richardson, & Dhillon, 2015). We have completed some
preliminary AE and neurodegeneration studies using low doses of BPA. Results from
this study normalized to untreated control groups reveal BPA is able to induce changes
to locomotion in WT, BY200, and cat-2_point (Figure 27). In this method of
normalization, we noticed cat-2_point also shows a significant response to ethanol
exposure, which was completed as a control condition due to BPA being dissolved in
ethanol. If the same data is normalized to the ethanol control group, we see that BY200
is the only strain responding to treatment (Figure 28). We include both of the previous
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graphs, displaying differential methods of normalization, for clarity purposes. Future
studies will need to take into account the effects ethanol has on cat-2_point. We believe
the normalization to the ethanol control is the appropriate method for this study. Based
on the data from this method, it appears that BY200 has an increased sensitivity to BPA
exposure; this is in agreement with previous studies using 6-OHDA. We conducted
Neuronal Scoring in conjunction with this locomotion analysis and did not detect any
neurodegeneration (data not shown). Either BPA is acting through a non-DA related
mechanism, or the doses are too low to induce visible changes to neuron morphology.
To investigate whether the latter is correct, we also completed doses of BPA up to
300uM. Even at these much higher doses, we were unable to induce degeneration in the
neurons of the BY200 strain (data not shown). Next steps include exposures to higher
concentrations of BPA and inclusion of new reporter strains, BZ555 and OH7547
[otIs199 (cat-2::GFP + rgef-1::DsRed + rol-6), (CGC)]. While we do not anticipate results
for BZ555 to be much different from BY200, we theorize there will be a differentially
detected response in neuron morphology using the OH7547 strain, as its neuronal GFP
reporter is driven by cat-2 expression instead of the dopamine transporter. As previously
mentioned, cat-2 is the tyrosine hydroxylase necessary for DA production. Based on the
possible mechanism of action of BPA, through mimicking estrogen in the estrogenmediated transcriptional regulation of TH (Jones & Miller, 2008; Maharjan et al., 2005),
we believe this reporter strain could be a more informative tool for BPA studies than the
dat-1p::GFP reporter strains. Hopefully, this study can be continued and we can get a
better understanding of the effects BPA and its alternatives have on the DA system.
The findings in this work are very informative to the scientific community using C.
elegans as a tool for investigating dopaminergic dysfunction. Throughout this study, we
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employed numerous commonly used techniques and strains. Many of which had not
been fully examined in the manner undertaken here. The comparative experiments in
this study between analyses methods (neuronal scoring and behavior) and strains
commonly used in DA studies (BY200, BZ555, and both cat-2 strains) offer insight into
which tools are the most effective and more appropriate for future researchers. The
prevalent use of many of these tools is due to commonplaceness within the community,
not aptness. We hoped the knowledge gained through this project would allow for more
appropriate and accurate studies going forward and more efficient identification of DA
disrupting environmental compounds.
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Table 2: Methods of analyzing dopaminergic system function. - This table lists the
endpoints used in this study to examine different aspects of the DA system, from
a molecular level to behavioral phenotypes. This purpose of this table is to
provide insight into the options available and their advantages and disadvantages
when assessing the state of the dopaminergic system. Price range depends on
availability of assay specific equipment.
Method

Positives

Negatives

Cost

Neuron
Scoring

• Direct
visualization of
neurons

Area
Exploration

• Less prone to
user error

• Must use strain with Low-Very High
transgene insert
dat-1p::GFP
• Only identifies
morphologicallybased
dopaminergic
dysfunction
• Slightly timeLow - High
consuming
• Difficult to use for
multi-strain
comparisons at
larval stages

Body Bends

Assay Specific
Reagents

Assay Specific
Equipment

• Paralytic agent ($) • Fluorescence
Scope ($$$$)

• None

• Stereomicroscope
with Camera and
Video Acquisition
Software ($$$)

• Published
• Very timeLow - High
standard method consuming
• Identification of BBs
can be difficult
• Difficult to use for
multi-strain
comparisons at
larval stages

• None

• Stereomicroscope
with Camera and
Video Acquisition
Software ($$$)

Reversals

• Easy to quantify

• Low output values
• Difficult to use for
multi-strain
comparisons at
larval stages

Low- High

• None

• Stereomicroscope
with Camera and
Video Acquisition
Software ($$$)

SwimmingInduced
Paralysis
(SWIP)

• Easy to quantify

• Slightly –time
consuming
• Low-output values
for WT; difficult to
detect paralysis

Low-High

• Molecular Grade
Water ($)

• Stereomicroscope
($$$)

2-Nonanone
Avoidance

• Easy to quantify

• Very time
consuming
• Very hands-on
procedure
• Requires preexposure

Low-High

• 2-Nonanone ($)
• Ethanol ($)

• Stereomicroscope
($$$)

cat-2 mRNA
Quantification

• Detection of
changes at the
molecular level

• Requires high
number of worms

DA ELISA

• Directly
quantifies
neurotransmitter
changes

• Very timeconsuming
• Requires high
number of worms

Moderate - High • RNeasy Kit with
DNase Digestion
($)
• cat-2 primers ($)
• Power SYBR
Green MM ($$)
Moderate - High • ABNOVA DA
ELISA Kit ($$)
• BCA Protein
Assay Kit ($)
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• Real-time PCR
System ($$$)
• Thermocycler ($$)

• Microplate Reader
($$$)

Table 3: Comparison of DA-deficient strains and neuronal reporter strains – This
table highlights important differences identified between the two DA-deficient cat2 strains and the differences between the two neuronal reporter strains used
throughout this study.
Strain

Genotype/Phenotype

Notable Findings

cat-2 Point Mutant

e1112; DA-deficient

 ~40% WT DA Content

cat-2 Deletion Mutant

n4547; DA-deficient

 ~65% WT DA content

BY200

dat-1p::GFP; rol-6

 More sensitive to 6-OHDA than WT, as assessed
by AE and Neuronal Scoring
 More sensitive to 6-OHDA than BZ555, as
assessed through Neuronal Scoring
 rol-6 phenotype rarely expressed
 Brighter GFP signal than BZ555

BZ555

 Less sensitive to 6-OHDA treatment than BY200

dat-1p::GFP

as assessed through Neuronal Scoring
 No locomotory response to 6-OHDA treatment
 Dimmer GFP signal than BY200
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Figure 26: Paraquat dose response in DA deficient strains. - WT is more sensitive
to paraquat treatment than DA-deficient strains. n= 180 2 way ANOVA
Strain*Paraquat p<0.0001; Student’s t-test [(cat-2_deletion,0 vs. N2,0 p=0.01180),
(BY200,120 vs. N2,120 p<0.0001), (cat-2_deletion,120 vs. N2,120 p<0.0001), (cat2_point,120 vs. N2,120 p<0.0001), (BY200,90 vs. N2,90 p<0.0001), (cat2_deletion,90 vs. N2,90 p<0.0001), (cat-2_point,90 vs. N2,90 p<0.0001)].
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Figure 27: Effects of BPA on AE Normalized to Untreated Control Group. - BPA
exposure increased locomotion in BY200 at 1uM and in N2 and cat-2_point at
10uM. Ethanol exposure increased locomotion in cat-2_point. n=172 2-way ANOVA
Strain*Treatment p=0.0013; Student’s t-test [(BY200,1uM BPA vs. BY200,Control
p=0.0134), (cat-2_point,10uM BPA vs. cat-2_point,Control p=0.0278), (cat2_point,EtOH Control vs. cat-2_point,Control p=0.0046), (N2,10uM BPA vs.
N2,Control p=0.0484)].
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Figure 28: Effects of BPA on AE Normalized to Ethanol Control Group. - 1 and
10uM BPA treatment increased locomotion in BY200. n=137 2-way ANOVA
Strain*Treatment p<0.0001; Student’s t-test [(BY200,1uM BPA vs. BY200,EtOH
Control p<0.0001), (BY200,10uM BPA vs. BY200,EtOH Control p=0.0029)].
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Appendix A – Effects of UVC Exposure on Day 4 and Day
8 Adult Locomotion
This experiment was conducted for inclusion in the manuscript “Early-life
mitochondrial DNA damage results in lifelong deficits in energy production mediated by
redox signaling in Caenorhabditis elegans” by Rooney, J.P., et al. (awaiting publication
submission).

A.1 Methods
Synchronized glp-1 L1 larvae were, transferred to unseeded no-peptone K-agar,
and exposed to 3 sequential doses, 24 hours apart, of 0, 3, or 4 J/m2 UVC. Next,
nematodes were transferred to K-agar plates seeded with OP50, and were grown at 25°
for either 4 or 8 days. For each treatment group, six 60-second videos of nematode
locomotion were recorded on a Nikon SMZ1500 stereomicroscope using NIS-Elements
BR software. Analysis was completed using Fiji/ImageJ and early versions of AE macros
detailed in Chapter 2 of this dissertation. Nematode pathways were constructed using
the first 10 seconds of each video and quantified using the Analyze Particles function.
Pathway area was normalized to mean nematode size for each treatment group.

A.2 Results and Discussion
Significant decreases in locomotion were seen after treatment with 3J UVC
irradiation in day 4 adults. Changes to locomotion were not apparent after exposure to
4J UVC (Figure 29). There were no UVC induced changes in locomotion by the time
worms reached day 8 adults. This could be due to the fact that day 8 adult controls
groups exhibited a significantly reduced rate of locomotion compared to younger worms.
This decrease in basal locomotion, due to aging, could possibly be too minimal to see
any UVC related changes.
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Figure 29: Effects of UVC exposure and age on locomotion. - 4 days after
exposure to 3J UVC, locomotion is decreased in glp-1, germline deficient @ 25°C,
worms. Locomotion is significantly decreased between day 4 and day 8 adults.
n=84 2-way ANOVA Age*UVC p=0.0021; Student’s t-test [(4,0 vs. 8,0 p=0.0008), (4,0
vs. 4,3 p=0.0046), (4,4 vs. 8,4 p=0.0440)].
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Appendix B –Updated Neuronal Scoring Method
This method is adapted from work published in González-Hunt et al. (2014).

B.1 Results and Discussion
The Updated Scoring Method (Figure 30) more readily detects lower levels of
damage that were missed in the Old Scoring Method. The changes in scoring categories
were implemented to include minor visible damage due to aging or mild stress and new
morphologies detected with our more advance Keyence imaging platform and to simplify
scoring blebs and breaks.

Figure 30: Updated Neuronal Scoring Method. - Scoring categories were updated
to detect minor alterations to neuron structure.
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Appendix C – Well Size of Microtiter Plates is a Factor in
Worm Development
Previous observations in our lab noted differences in worm developmental rate in
96-well plate liquid cultures versus growth on OP50 K-agar plates. We completed a
preliminary study assessing growth in 96 well plates in a variety of handling conditions,
parafilmed/not parafilmed and orbital shaker/no orbital shaker. The results of that study
showed a high level of variability to worm development as a result of well location on the
plate and density of worms (data not shown). While we do not have definitive proof of
the cause behind this variability, we speculated it was the result of differing oxygen
levels within the wells across the plate. We determined parafilming is necessary to avoid
uneven evaporation of media, from the wells closer to the edge of the plate versus the
wells in the center of the plate, and shaking is best for oxygen circulation in the growth
media. Based on these preliminary findings, we decided 96-well plates may not be ideal
for liquid cultures and decided to compare growth in microtiter plates with larger well
diameters.

C.1 Methods
~25 synchronized L4 N2 worms were transferred to multiple wells across 6-well
(1mL), 12-well (600ul), 24-well (400ul), and 48-well (200ul) microtiter plates. Each well
contained a bacteria concentration equivalent to an OD of 2 suspended in complete Kmedium. In parallel to the microtiter plates, a subset of worms were also transferred to
OP50 K-agar plates. Following transfer, all plates were parafilmed and incubated at
20°C on an orbital shaker. Worms were allowed to grow overnight until day 1 adulthood
was reached. At this timepoint, images of the worms within the well were captured, and
size was measured manually using ImageJ. For worms grown on agar, ~10 worms were
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picked to an empty well in a 96-well plate immediately before imaging. Preliminary
measurements were done on the A1 well of each plate to determine the optimal method
of growth analysis between length and width (Figure 31). Length was chosen for
analyzing the remainder of the wells, due to width having a lower range of magnitude.

C.2 Results and Discussion
Figure 32 displays side-by-side images of worms within wells after 24h growth on
agar or in welled plates from the L4 larval stage. Based on this study, growth is
significantly decreased with the use of 6-well plates in comparison to growth on agar
(Figure 33). While more in depth studies will need to be done to pinpoint the reasoning
behind this change in development, we speculated the rate of liquid shaking is more
dramatic in the larger diameter wells of the 6-well plate, leading to stress-induced growth
alterations. It could also be possible that there is some effect to worm size based on the
low density of worms in the 6-well plate, as each microtiter plate received the same
number of worms, regardless of media volume. In any case, 48-well plates, 24-wells
plates, 12-well plates did not significantly alter worm size in comparison to worms grown
on agar and had minimal variability between wells within a plate. This finding suggests
that these well sizes are more apt for liquid culture than 96-well plates.
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Figure 31: Comparison of Length versus Width for Quantifying Worm Growth.
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Figure 32: Images of worm size on agar plates versus multiwell plates.

Figure 33: Effects of Well Size on Worm Growth from L4 to Adulthood.
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Appendix D – Effects of Ascorbic Acid Concentration on
6-OHDA Toxicity
During the process of completing high dose 6-OHDA experiments, we noted that
the N2 (WT) strain showed increased locomotion after exposure to 50mM 6-OHDA (data
not shown). In previous experiments, N2 did not exhibit any detectable 6-OHDA
treatment induced changes to locomotion at this dose. We determined the most
prominent changes between the older studies and the high dose studies were the use of
6-OHDA from a different production lot number than the previous experiments and the
use of a more concentrated stock solution of 6-OHDA dissolved in a higher
concentration of ascorbic acid (AA). (Based on the standard protocol in our lab for 6OHDA exposure, stock solutions must be dissolved in a concentration of ascorbic acid
that is 20% of the concentration of 6-OHDA. For example, most of our adult studies were
conducted using a 2X stock solution of 100mM 6-OHDA dissolved in 20mM AA. When
we conducted our high dose experiments, we needed a 2X stock solution of 200mM 6OHDA dissolved in 40mM AA). The change in 6-OHDA lot number is notable, because it
is highly speculated that the efficacy of 6-OHDA is drastically different between different
production lot numbers, and it is advised to keep the same lot number among replicate
6-OHDA experiments (Offenburger & Gartner, 2018). As it was impossible to test the
theory that the different production lots were the source of variability, we looked further
into the effects of AA on 6-OHDA exposure. We found several previous studies that
identified an increase in 6-OHDA toxicity in neuroblastoma cells correlated with
ascorbate/AA concentrations (Bruchelt, Schraufstatter, Niethammer, & Cochrane, 1991;
C. Patrick Reynolds & Perez-Polo, 1981; C. P. Reynolds, Reynolds, Frenkel, & Smith,
1982). As these findings supported our theory that the differences in dosing solutions led
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to the differing responses exhibited by the WT strain we decided to test if the increase in
6-OHDA toxicity, due to increasing levels of AA, could also be seen in C. elegans.

D.1 Methods
Studies were conducted using the N2 (WT), BY200, BZ555, and cat-2 (e1112;
point mutant) strains. 300 synchronized L4 worms were incubated at 20°C for 1h in 0mM
6-OHDA/10mM AA, 50mM 6-OHDA/10mM AA, or 50mM 6-OHDA/20mM AA. Worms
were allowed to grow overnight on OP50 agar plates at 20°C. After overnight incubation,
when worms reached day 1 adults, 10s locomotion videos were captured and analyzed
used the Area Exploration and Size macros outlined in Chapter 2. Experiments
consisted of 3 biological replicates. [Preparation of reagents and dosing were all carried
out by Ian T. Ryde.]

D.2 Results and Discussion
6-OHDA induced locomotion increases were seen in BY200 at 50mM 6-OHDA
with both 10 and 20mM AA (Figure 34). 6-OHDA exposure increased locomotion in WT
at the 10mM concentration of AA but not 20mM; these responses were significantly
different. BZ555 and cat-2 exhibited no detectable response to 6-OHDA exposure at
either AA concentration. The results of this study show there is an effect of AA
concentration of 6-OHDA induced changes to locomotion in WT worms. We believe the
lack of effect with 20mM AA in WT is due to a possible non-monotonic dose response,
and at this dose, we have bypassed the optimal dose needed to induce increased
locomotion. We include this data to highlight the importance of maintaining equivalent
concentrations of AA between studies; a final dosing 1X concentration of 10mM AA is a
sufficient concentration for 6-OHDA stabilization in our dosing protocol.
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Figure 34: Effects of AA concentration on 6-OHDA induced locomotion. – AA
concentration effects behavioral response to 6-OHDA exposure in WT worms.
n=803 2-way ANOVA Strain*AA:6-OHDA p<0.0001; Student’s t-test [(BY200,10:50
vs. BY200,10:0 p<0.0001), (BY200,20:50 vs. BY200,10:0 p=0.0010), (N2,10:50 vs.
N2,20:50 p=0.0008), (N2,10:50 vs. N2,10:0 p=0.0027)] [6-OHDA dosing was
conducted by Ian T. Ryde.]
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